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FOREWo.RD

The Big Creek Lake site (24RA34) is located in a sub-alpine cirque basin
at the outl et of the Big Creek Lakes in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness
Area of .Montana., The site. was located in 1975 by a cultural resources
survey at'the lake outlet. where reconstruction .work was scheduled on an
existing dam (Keyser and Loscheider 1975).
Subsequent Forest Service
efforts resulted in the Big Creek Lake site being determined eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.
Increasing recre~tional use of a trail cutting thro~gh th~ site coupled
.. with prdj~cted intense di sturbances during dam reconstruction prompted
the Forest Service to initiate mitigation efforts on behalf of the threatened resource. Forest Service efforts on behalf of the site culminated
in 1977 with funding authori zat ion for data recovery through IIMoss-Bennett"
(Public Law 93-291 ,the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act; renewed 1978) •. Program development and contract management from that point
have been in the hands of Interagency Archeological Services - Denver (then
National ..Park Service, now Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service).
.

i

Data recovery through excavation resulted in !the collection of a substantial
chipped stone assemblage from shallow and severely disturbed deposits of
prehistoric and recent historic cultural debris. The excavation removed
70% of the cultural·deposits from the main site area. Neither floral and
faunal remains nor cultural features were preserved. Further, debris from.
component occupations was neither stratifiEdd nor otherwise spatially localized. The site characteristics combined to createjm overall research
context focusing primarily upon descriptive, typological, and indLictivist
analyses and interpretations.
This repor-t presents the .resul ts of the first full scale archeological excavation in westcentral Montana. Projectile point typology suggests six ,
prehistoric
occupations:
Eossible
Early Archaic (5000-3000 B.C.),
Middle Archaic (3000-1000 B.C. ), Late Archaic (i000 B.C.-A.D. 200), and
Late Prehistoric (A.D. 200-1700).
Typological analyses of the projectile
points also demonstrate Northwestern Plains, Plateau, and Great Basin
technological traits in the Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric tool kits.
Bqth the site deposit and the chipped stone assemblage are given in-depth
descriptive treatment. Results of hydration analysis are reported for
obsidian remains.
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INTRODUCTION

Archeological
investigation
at the Big Creek Lake site (24RA34)~was ~arried
out under Heritage
Conservation
and Recreation
Service,
Interagency
Archaeological
Services,
purchase order no. A3507(76).
The project
was structured to f'o l Iow the Scope of Work in RFP 15050020 and, research
objectives
presented
in the technical
proposal
submitted
by the Mineral Research
Center in response to the RFP.
Fieldwork was carried
out between August 15th and August 25th, 1977 under
the supervision
of Lynn B. Fredlund.
A total of 70 man-days were spent
on fieldwork
operating
witha·,seven
member crew.
The field assistants,
al'j experienced
in archeological
excavation,
were Susan Albert,
Dale Fredhind, Edward (Bud) Fredlund,
Elaine Howard, David Kaestner,
and Tim McGinnis.
Michael L. Gregg, Principal
Investigator,
and Will iam B. Butler,
Interagency
Archeological
Services
- Denver, made an inspection
of the field operations
on August 17th and 18th •. Mr. Paul Anderson, historian
and then photographer
for the Montana Energy Research and Development Institute,
also visited
the
site and extensively
photographed
the excavation
work.
Raymond Thompson
from the Stevensville
Ranger District
(USFS)! an authority
on historic
glass,
visited
the site and later
identified
the recovered
historic
materials.
Bob
Crick, High Country Outfitters,
Victor,
Montana packed the food suppl ies and
field ,equipment for the project
and offered
his knowledge of Indian trails
of the area.
Coordination
with the Stevensville
Ranger Dist.rict
and Forest
Service Regional Office archeologist
Floyd Sharrock was tni t te ted prior to
con~encing fieldwork
and was maintained
throughout
the project.
Laboratory
work was conducted at the Mineral Research Center,
Butte, Montana
under rtha supervision
of Lynn B. Fredlund.
~ab ass tstants
were Dale E. Fredlund and Susan Albert.
Obsidian hydration
analYSis was conducted by ·the
Pennsylvania
Obsidian Dating Laboratory
via Lesl ie B. Davis, Montana State'
University
archeologist.
Final drafting
of the maps and line drawings was
by Randy Engl E',. Patsy White typed the manuscript.
Nichael L. Gregg. Joan
Melcher, Howard Billian,
and others of theNinera
l Research Center's
Cultural Resource Division
staff assisted
in editing
the final manuscript.
A sketch of the content and order of the report
is as follows.
The report
begins with a descriptive
sketch of the environmental
setting
of Big Creek
Lake and the Bitterroot
Range of the northern
Idaho - t~ontana state 1tne
area.
Climatic,
floral,
and faunal characteristics
of the Holocene are summarized from regional
pollen and zooarcheological
information.
Sections
on

"

1

the 'prehhtoric
and hf stor tc cul tural history and the area's chippable
stone resources provide a framework for presenting the project's
'resource
,management and research goals and a description
of the physical characteris,tics of ,the Big Creek lake s i te,
'
"Chapters
,detailed

on' the techniques of fiel dwork and 1aboratory analyses precede the
description
of cultural materials from the- site.
A chapter on ob-,
s,idJan hydraticn test results follows.
The report concludes with three
chapters: 1) ¥lsunmary of recovered cultural materials,
2) a statement on
the, cult!Jr~_l 'hi$tar.Y of the site, and 3) a final chapter of conclusions and
specul,~t10I1s~1
;
I

,

;

'

,

.

2

ENVIRONMENTAL
SETTING:.

Big Creek originates
at the Big Creek Lakes* in the Bitterroot
f40untains
and flows east into the Bitterroot
Valley, entering the Bitterroot
River
near Victor, t10ntana (Figure l).
The Big Creek Lake site is located on
the eastern slope of the southern portion of the Bitterroot
Range, within
the Selway-Bitterroot
\~ilderness area.
It lies within the sub-alpine zone
at an elevation of 1780 m (5480 ft).
, !

Geology

The geological structure
of the Bitterroot
Range around Big Creek Lake
;s complex. The Idaho Batholith,
the principal geologic formation of
the Cretaceo'Js period in this region, created the Bitterroot
Range. Vast
quantities
of granitic quartz monzonitemateria]s
thrust up and'into the
overlying. warped and metamorphosed Precambrian sediments.
Along the contact zone between the quartz monzonite of the Idaho Batholith; and. the
Precembr tan rock. intensive metamorphic act ion occurred (Figure 2). Big
Creek Lake lies near the contact zone of the bathol t th and the Precambrian
strata.
Minor intrusives,
usually in the form of dikes, occurred dur inq
the Tertiary period (USDA1976: 9).
~
Sediments in the alpine zone and the upper valley 'floors, such as around
Big 'Creek Lake. were derived principally
from Pleistocene
glacial activity.
"Three-or more small glaciers scoured the high, rocky walls of the basin"
and .coal escec to flow down Big Creek valley" (Bitterroot
National Forest
1977: 7).
Intensive tnternounta tn gl aciation is noted down to an elevation of about
1219 m (4060 ft) by Alden (1953:l02).
Study of terr.linal moraines along
the eastern sf opes of the Bitterroot
Range indicate the internnuntain
glaciers
pushed down to the level of Glacial lake Missoula (Weber 1972:9), the largest
lake that formed in the Pacific Northwest during the Pleistocene.

*

The archeological
site was originally
reported by Keyser .and
Loscheider (1975) as the Big Creek Lake site.
However. the
site is at the outlet of the "Big Creek Lakes".
For purposes
of s tmpl ic f ty the singular is used in thi s report.

3
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_
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Figure 1.

~

~'ap Of western 140ntana and northerfl l~aho showing location of the
Dig Creek Lake site and other~lected' archeological sites
in the
. ,. ; area•
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,

'
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4000'
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contact zone
quartzofeld~pathic gneiss
pelitic schist

Figure 2. Geologic map and structure section. bf the northeast
border of the Idaho Batholith, Bitterroot Range,
Montana (from Chase 1973).

5

The Purcell lobe scou~ed its way into a basin that now
holds Pend Oreil1e Lake, and from there nnved southwestward across Rathdrum Prairie and Spokane Valley to
a point very near the eastern city limits of· Spokane.
As the Purcell lobe moved southward within the Purcell
Trench, glacial ice plugged the Clark Fork Valley like
a giant cork, with the 2.000-foot c1 iff at the extreme
northern end of the Bitterroot Range serving as a buttress ..From fragmentary evidence it appears that the
Purcell lobe advanc~&and blocked the Clark Fork River
and impounded water at least four times, perhaps as
many as seven times .. The largest lake, however, was
formed about 18,000-20,000 years ago (U.S. Department
of the~Interior/Geological Survey 1974:10,14).
Strand lines from Glacial Lake Missoula are visible along the eastern slopes
of the Bitterroot Range from 993.6 m (3260 f't ) to 1292.3 m (4240 ft). Formation processes and actions of the lake created the topography of the Clark
Fork Valley west of Missoula. The final draining of the lake was 9000 to
12,000 years ago.
The northern portion of the Bitterroot Range, north of Lolo Pass, manifests
a more subdued topographic character than the southern portion of the range.
The lack of intrusion of the Idaho batholith into the northern portion of
the range resulted in less disturbed Precambrian sediments. The resulting
topographic differences between the northern and southern portions of the
Bitterroot Range have a distinct1mpact on the density and distribution of
prehistoric settlements. In the northern portion, north of Lolo Pass. there
are numerous archeological sites ,along the Montana-Idaho state line; the ,
crest of the Bitterroot Range. This portion of the stateline between Lolo
Pass and Lookout Pass, a di stance of approximately 120 kin (75 mi 1es), .j s a
long ridge with few breaks. The ridge is generally open wi th sub-alpine
timber patches. Cirque lakes are common to both sides of this wide ridge
with the majority of the archeological sites on the ridge~ particularly in
the saddles. The southern portion of the Bitterroot Range, 30 ~ north and
70 km south of Big Creek Lake, contains no continuous, accessible ridge
line. It is difficult to cross the range except on the few passes. Travel
between lakes, or gene~'al1y north to south, is difficult if not impossible.
The few sites known are near the cirque lakes or on the passes.
Cherts and chalcedonies are not found in the Bitterroot Mountains, but are
conmon in southwestern Montana immediately east and south of the range.
Recent geological mapping of the southern Bitterroots noted no chert outcrops or other varieties of chippable stone (Stephen Ludington, USGS geologist; personal co.rrmun;cation). The northern portion of the range, however,
contains quartz, argillites, and possibly green "obs idtan".

6

y.~.9.etati on

Northwestern Montana and noethern Idaho are noted for dense forests and
dtve~se floral communities.
In some respects thes~ areas bear resemblance
.to the coastal forest of the Cascade 'range in Washington and Oregon.
Similarities
between the two regions stem from a climatic phenomenon
identified
as a warm. moist Pacific air track (Daunenm1re 1943:377).
The
moist air current moves as far east as the crest of the Bitterroot
Range
and then northerly across the rnounta in ranges nor-th and east of Fl athead .
Lake beforedfssipating.
;

Themoistur'e:
.character of
\south of the
.re far less,
.

carried by the air mass strongly influences the vegetative
much of· northern Idaho and northwestern Montana. .East and
l1itterroot
Range. the effects of the Pacific air on vegetation
noticeable •

"

\

oa1Jb~nmire 0943:328} .divides the Rocky Mountains into four major vegetative
units.
In ~ubenmirels
scheme \l4t'i!sternMO,ntanafall s within the northern
Rocky Mountain vegetative unit •. A distinct
pattern of vegetative .change
correlating
\,,1th altitude
is found in this unit.
Based on different
flor~l
climax species, Oaubenmire (1943:377) defines the following sequence of
.
forest zones from lOOuntair'ltop downward: alpine~ sprwte/fir,
Douglas fir,
and pin"e f9rest.
:'
..
,
Daubenmire also notes a zone exhibiting
Cascade mountain vegetative characteristics
and call s it the "hemlock arbOrvitae. II This zone is characterized
by western larch. wh.ite pine. Douglas fir and grand fi.r; reflecting
the'
dis.tinctivecl
imatic conditions of the moist west s-lope of the Bitterroot
Range
in
'with the drier east slope.
.
:,. comparison ..
.

, B1g treek Lake is located in a'·subalptne env1ronment within the upper 1 imits
of the spruce}fir
zone (Ffgure'3).
Vegetative 'canopy species at Big Cr,ee~
Lake. include 'mountain hemlock alpine fir •. Douglas fir, Eriglemann spruce.
whitebark and lodgepole pine .• Understory species include huckleberry, dwarf
huck·'eberry. elderberry,
alder brush. several species of willow. bear grass
and laborador tea.
.
Plants utilized
by the. Flathead Indians that coul d have been important to
. the prehl stori c group~ ·1iving at Big Creek Lake are:' lodgepole pine. larch.
'huckleberr1~s' and willow brush (Stubbs 1966). Several of these species
provided a springtime,food
resource.
The inner barl< or cambium layer of

•

Sc1entific
Bitterroot

.

names for .comnonpl ants, and an·i'mals 'In the
Mountains are .given in Appendb B.
'
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lodgepol e pine, larch and ponderosa pine was harvested .for food (McLeod
and Ford 1978:8). Willow brush could be used for construction of sweat
lodges anq baskets. As in any mountainous terrain, the plants available
for human exploitation vary in type and season of fruition according to
altitude and slope exposure. These factors ar.e always cruc ie I' in interpreting seasonal movements of mountain adapted human populations (e.g.,
Swanson 1966, O.Fredlund and Lynn Fredlund 1971).

Faunal Resources

A region of rich and dtver-se-f'Iora constitutes an ideal environment for a
variety of fauna. The region currently sustains the same animal species
found in the.area over the last several .thousand years, with the exception
of the grizzly bear, \1I01verine~mountain wolf, and perhaps caribou. Large
ungulate species include mule deer, Rocky Mountain goat, e1k and moose.
Carnivores common to the BitterrQot Mountains and valley include black bear,
mountain lion, lynx, bobcat, and coyote. Small mam~als to be found within
the Big Creek Lakes area are pine marten, mink, shrew, beaver, squirrel and
snowshoe hares (Bitterroot National Forest 1977:8), (see Appendix B).
Game birds include blue, Franklin and ruffed grouse. The golden. eagle,
along with a variety of hawks and owls, make up the raptorial bird species.
Fish apparently are not native to Big Creer. Lake .. "Forest Service records
show that the lake was stocked in 1893 or 1894, but there is no information
on species planted or by whom the sto<tking was done" (Bitterroot National
Forest 1977:8). Beginning in 1934, cutthroat trout, rainbow trout, and
Coho salmon were successfully introduced by state and federal \OJil dl ife
organizations (R. Thompson, Stevensv i lle Ranger District, personal conmuntcation based on USOA'-FS recor-ds}. Anadromou.s fish (salmon and stee lhead}.
are available in the Lochsa and Clearwater drainages in Idaho, but are not
native to the Clark Fork or Bitterroot Rivers in Montana. Anadromous fish
harvests', so important to the "sociological web of. interpersonal and intergroup relations" (Anastasio 1972:169) of the Plateau Indians, took place
in areas west of the Bitterroot Range.

9

Cl imate

Warm, moist, air masses from the west coast dominate r~ontana's climate
west of the Continental Divide. This region experiences higher temperatures and more precipitation than lands to the east and the south. However, seasonal temperatures and precipitation are influenced greatly by
altitude. Consequently, substantial differences in temperature and rainfall can occur within a restricted geographi~ area. USFS weather station
records clearly demonstrate this phenomenon:

The seasonal temperature regime withi n the SBW (Selway-Bi tterroot
Wilderness area) shows a close correlation to the elevational
changes along an east-west gradient from the lower Selway River
to the Bitterroot Divide. At elevations about 9,000 feet, January
temperatures average about 100 F ... compared with a January mean
of about 280 F. at 2,000 feet on the lower Selway. July air tem- .
peratures show similar difference along an east-west gradient; th8
high Bitterroot peaks have average July temperatures of around 50
F. (close to tpe demarcation between upper timberline and alpine).
while the low elevations on the western border of the SBW have
average July temperatures around 70-710 F. The canyon-l ike topography throughout much of the SSW reduces the value of this
.generalized description of temperature. Record maximum July
temperatures (since 1941) at the lower elevations are 1050 F.
(Moose Creek Ranger Station; 1959. 1960) and 1020 F. (Powell
Ranger Station; 1953, 1973). August record highs of 1120 F.
and 1080 F. were set in 1961 at Moose Creek and Powell respectively. At higher slevations, August maximHms are 98-1010 F.
(5,000 feet); 89-91 F. (7.000 feet): 80-82 F.(9,000 f~et).
July extremes are generally a degree or two cooler. Record
minimum temperatures of 310 F. (July) and 290 F. (August) have
been recorded-at Moose Creek and Powell, respectively~ At 7,000
feet, a July extreme minimum of 240 F. and a late August low of
230 F. are recorded. Extreme minimums in August at 9.000 feet
are near 200 F. (USDA 1976:14).
t

Because of its location near the crest of the Bitterroot Range. the Big
Creek Lake area usually receives in excess of 70 inches of moisture
annua lly, most of it in the form of snow duri ng the wi nter months.

10

HOLOCENE ENVIRONMENT

Archeological investigators working in this req ion are fortunate to have
several paleoenvironmental studies reported in the literature. In addition to Knoll's (1977) study of Pleistocene glacial and periglacial landforms in the Lemhi Range of Idaho, there are two important sources on the,
changing Holocene environment of the local'area. Swanson (1972) presents
information from the Birch Creek valley in Idaho, south of the Bitterroot
Range (Figure 1). Swanson's information derives from zooarcheologica1 and
geological studies of rockshelter depoSits. Mehringer and others (1977)
present the resul ts of a pollen study at a bog near Lost Tra i l Pass; the
bog is 70 km south of Big Creek Lake at an elevation of 2152 m (706Q ft)
(Figure 1).
The Swanson and Mehringer studies present a picture of the changing Holocene,
climate for the Bitterroot Range and the Big Creek lake site area. The sequence is presented below; certain features of the sequence are compared
with corresponding features of other well known regional and continental
climatic sequences [e.g., Reeves (1973), theNorthe~n Plains; Benedict
(1973, 1978), Colorado ; Bryson, Baerreis and 1~endland (1970), North America].
Figure 4 summarizes these various climatic sequences and correlates them
with several, regional, cultural chronologies.
r-

Beginning about 9050 B.C. the glacial ice had receded and air temperatures
warmed. At Lost Trail Pass Bog a sagebrush steppe vegetation followed the
disappearance of the qlac tal ice. From about 8050-5550 B.C. the sagebrush
steppe was replaced by forest dominated by whitebark pine. During this
period the climate was cool and not appreciably different from the present.
Beginning around 5500 B.C. the vegetation around the bog began to change
again. This change involved the appearance of lodgepole pine~ larch, and
Douglas fir, suggesting the climate was "•..warmer but not necessarily
drier than the present" (Mehringer and others 1977:366). This warmer climate
persisted till about 2050 B.C. at the bog and correlates temporally with the
Atlantic and Altithermal climatic periods.
The Birch Creek valley information indicates similar chang~s. Swanson (1972:
55-56) proposes that the period from approximately 5200-3850 B.C. was characterized by a series of hot and dry periods alternating with more moderate
periods. Swanson's proposition is based on inference from zooarcheo loq+cat
information. The rockshelter inhabitants of this period relied increasi.ngly
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II

upon Bighorn sheep and decreasingly upon bison for food. Swanson's assumption is that decreasing reliance on bison indicates dessication and deter-toretion of the bison-sustaining grasslands due to extreme heat and drought.
In a recent study using a large number of radiocarbon dates from archeological
sites throughout the western United States, Benedict (1978) characterizes
the Altithermal as two short drought periods with a return to more moderate
climate in between. Benedict also nates the high mountains of Colorado became more attractive to human groups during the drought periods.
At times during the Altithermal the Big Creek Lake area may have become a'
more favorable location because of greater resource availability than the
intermountain valleys. Further, the warm periods WOUld have allowed longer
residence in.the higher elevat ions in autumn.
.
At the close of the Altithermal the climate became cooler and more moist.
Whitebark pine began its return'to dominance at Lost Trail Pass Bog about
2050 B.C. Swanson (1972) notes that by 1000 B.C. bison remains again predominate in the cultural deposits of therockshelters of the Birch Creek
valley. This.suggests the grasslands became reestablished and the bison
returned. Indications are the beginnings of significant human population
increase which correlates with the appearance of the essentially modern
climate after 2050 B.C.
Although the past 4000 years have witnessed a variety of minor climatic
f1uctuationsoften accompanied by glacial advance (e.g., BenediCt 1973;
Knoll 1977), the dominance of whitebark pine at the Lost Trail Pass Bog
has continued to the present. This suggests that none of the climatic
changes were of sufficient magnitude to alter the basic plant communities
around Lost Trail Pass Bog. In cirque basins, such as Big Creek Lake,
the persistance andreoccurrances of gl~ciers is not known.
While glacial ice came off the Lost Trail Bog area by 9050 B.C., the date
when Big Creek Lake was cleared of ice is not known. It is 1ikely that ice
persisted until 6000 B.C. ,then retreated, disappearing during the Altithermal. If the later advances of the alpine glaciers at Big Creek Lake
can be correlated with those in the Colorado Front Range, then advances
would have occurred 3000-1000 B.C., A.D. 100-900, and A.D. 1.600-1800. How
extensive these advances were at Big Creek Lake and how they would have
effected summer occupation at the Big Creek Lake site is not known.

-/,,/!",
i'!"~
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PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Chronological sequences for western Montana/northern Idaho generally derive
from one of four' primary sources:
.
1)

Malouf's (1956) division of western ~1ontana prehistory
into Early Hunter, forager, and Late Hunter periods;

2) Mulloy!s {1958} outline for the Northwestern Plains
bas-ed on worK in norzner« \~ycming and southern Montana;
3)

Leonhardy and Pice:s {197G) summary of the prehistory
of the Snake River/western Plateau region; and,

4)

Swanson's (1972) chronology of occupations
eastern and ~entra1 Idaho.

in south-

This report uses t·1ulloy'sNorthwestern Plains chronology, as modified by
more recent studies (e.g., Frison 1978), as the basis for discussing the
cultural history of the site and the area. The chronology has five major
divi sions:
Early Prehistoric or
Paleoindian period

10,000-5500 B. C.

Middle Period or Plains Archaic

5500 B.C. -A.D. 200

Early Plains Archaic

5500-3000 B.C.

Middle Plains Archaic

3000-1000 B.C.

Late Plains Archaic

1000 B.C. -A.D. 200

Late Prehistoric period

A.D. 200-1700

Protohistoric

A.D. 1700-1800

period

A.D. 1800-present

.Historic period

The word "area is used in this report to designate a geographic unit sur ..
rounding Big Creek Lake. It extends to an approximately 150 km radius from
the Big Creek Lake site and includes .the Bitterroot Range and adjacent
ll
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drainages.
Culturally
the "area" is a distance which could have been easily
covered and its resources util tzed by the popul at tonaat Big Creek Lake.
IIRegionll is used to identify a geographic and possibly culturally
associated
. unit: the Intermountain zone of eastern Idaho. western Montana, western
WYoming. southeastern
British Columbia and southwestern Alberta.
Culturally
the"region"
implies that Big Creek Lake groups would move within and be·
influenced by other groups within this geographic unit .

.Area Stud; es .
.

..

Within the area a number of archeological.
inventories
have been conducted
in the Clark Fork and Bitterroot
Valleys of western Montana. The earl iest
reported inventory (Gri'swoldnnd Larom 1,954) located nine sites in the
Hell Gate Canyon of the Clark Fork River just east of Missoula, Montana.
The If thtc material types and quantities
noted at the sites are: chert
(76%}. basalt {18%),and the remai~ing6% quartzite,
"flint",
chalcedony,
obsidian, and argillite
(based on Griswold and Larom 1954: Table II).
The
projectile
points recovered are a variety of sterrmed and corner notched
types that can be placed within the Pl atns Archaic and Late Prehistoric
pertods ,
."

I

More recent information was added to the culture history of the area in a
survey report by Ryan (1977) focusing on the middle Clark Fork river valley.
Some of the pertinent regional backqround information is excerpted here
from theRya~ report.
Early period background information is brief.
Only
one 'Early pertod site has been excavated" in Montana west of the Continental
Divide: the Avon site, about 48 Ian (30 mil west of Helena in a tributary
of
the Clark Fork river.
An Agate Basin point was fouJ'ld as an isolated artifact in the Blackfoot River va11ey east of MissQula. For the Middle period
(Mi.dG11 e Pl a tns Archa tc}, Ryan reports that Oxbow. McKean complex, and Pel ican Lake materials are conmon in the Clark Fork valley.
(Refer to Figure
4 for phase name and point type chronology.)
For the Late Preht stor+c Ryan
(1977:173) notes:
l} corner.notched
pOints continued in use, and 2) pestles,
a Plateeu trstt , became comnon in the area.
"
The Bitterroot
Range north of Lola Pass and bordering Ryan's study area
crests to form a hiqh diVide that is also the Montana/Idaho border.
This
divide is not as rugged or inaccessiQle as the southern portion of the
range near Big Creek Lake. It .i s relatively
easy to traverse from Lolo
Pass westerly for approximately 100 miles , Fredlund and LaCombe (197l)
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recorded 30 sites along a short portion of this divide.

LaCombe (personal

connuntcat ton 1978) has since found many more sites on the hi.9h ridges
extending out from the main divide. Approxtna'te ly 33% of the'sites con-

tained McKean complex materials and at least seven of these contained larger
corner notched points (Middle Archaic and Late Archaic). The remaining
sites contained sinall corner or side notched arrow points .. Frequently
these sites were found to be associated with simple game procurement sites,
Or large game 'drive complexes. The former consist. of lithic scatters 10'.c·t~ted in saddles which appear to be the result of kills associated with'
the driVing of the animals through an ambush in the saddle. This hunting
stra tegy has' been descri bed by Turney-Hi gh {1937: 5) for the Sal ish .
.More comple~:game procurement systems are associated with pits, rock piles,
"and the useof talus slopes and other natural topographic features to
channel the movements of th~ animals. These more elaborate game drive complexes are often associated with l~cKean complex materials (Fredlund and
LaCombe 1971·:5).
.
One game drive complex, the Dalton site, has been examined and reported in
detail by Hogan (1974). This site consists of two areas of lithic sca'tter
and a series of pits dug into a talus slope. The drive appears to have
been used intermittently from the Middle Archaic into the Late Prehistoric.
In the Bitterroot Valley, below and east of Big Creek Lake, Ward (1973) reports a survey in which.19 sites were located and recorded; six are rock
art (pictograph) sites. Chipped stone types found at the, 1ithic scatter
sites in the val leyare basalt, ignimbrite, and red and yellow cherts. Two
of the sites yte lded Middle or Late Archaic mateY'ials; the remainder contained ground stone tools and small corner notched points characteristic
of the Late Prehistoric period. The presence of ground stone celts, pestles,
and copper are considered COl urribiaPlateau culture traits. Ward (1973: 117)
notes the appearance of these traits beginning around A.D. 1300 .
.For the Lolo National Forest (lands in the northern portion of the Bitterroot Range in Montana and northeast of the Clark Fork River) McLeod and
ford (1978) report 37 sites. These prehistoric sites are of the following
types: occupation, quarry, lithic, trails, shrines/stone piles, game drives/
traps, pictograph/petroglyph, scarred trees and vision quests. All of them
can be placed in the Middle and Late Archaic, and the Late Prehistoric
.periods.
'
In the Bitterroot Mountains near Big Creek Lake several prehistoric sites
are located near or adjacent to sub-alpine cirque lakes or shallow glaciated
.lakes (Ray Thomp~on, Stevensville Ranger District: personal communication).
Sites have also been reported on several passes by backpackers (t1. Arkava,
Stevensvill~: personal communication).
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West of the Bitterroot Divide in Idaho is the culturally stratified Weitas
Creek site on the North Fork of the Clearwater River (Keeler 1973). The
lowest level of the site, Occupation I, contained materials attributed to
Windust phase occupations (8000-6000 BoC.). Occupation II was .c lasslf ted
as an Early Cascade phase (600Q-4DOO B.C.) hunting camp. Occu~ation III
correlated with the Late Cascade phase and Altithermal climatic period
(4000-l500 B.C.). Occupation IV at Weitas Creek was a mixture of sma 1,1,
stemmed and corner notched projecti 1 e points "s imilar to those found in
other regions of the southeastern Plateau" (Keeler 1973:79).
Occupation III represents the most intensively occupied level at Weitas
Creek. Keeler (1973:79) feels intensive occupation might be the result of
deteriorating conditions at lower elevations during toe A1tithermal maximum; further evidence for gr~ater use of up land resources duri og this period.
Raw rnateria 1 'types present ina 11 four components at Ue ita s Dres k appea r to
be from sources outside the southwestern Montana chert area.. (See d lscussion
of this chert area in th~ LABORATORY ANALYSIS chapter.)
Several prehistoric sites in the Lochsa-Selway-Clearwater drainages were
tested by University of Idaho personnel under contract with the Forest
Service. At the confluence of Boulder Creek and the lochsa River four sites
were recorded and tested by Knudson and Sappi ngton (1 977b) • Diagnostic
materials recovered from these sites were attributed to the Late Harder
phase (A.D. 1300-1700). The primary material'utilized for tools was vitrophyre or green "obsidian".
At the O'Hara Bar site, a Late Harder phase fishing camp on the Selway
River, argillite was the predominant rock type used (Knudson and others
1977). The investigators suggest that occupants of the site were acquiring
the argillite from the north and had little contact with the populations
living on the lower Cl earwater River and in the Columbia Basin.
Another Late Harder phase site. Kelley Creek, contained ignimbrite, obsidian,
basalt, chert, and chalcedony (Knudson and Sappington 1977a). Bond (a geologist) suggested to Knudson and Sappington (1977a:17) that "the basalt,
chert, and chalcedony are more likely local, coming from the inter-basalt
glassy layers of the Cl earwa ter embayment.
II

The prehistory of the Bitterroot Mountain area, as it is presently known,
indicates that prior to 5000 years ago there were ties sty1istically and
in 1ithic material types to the Columbia Plateau as exemplified by the
l.JeitasCreek material. The Archaic or Middle period sites, represented by
~1cKean compl ex and large corner notched (Pellean Lake) points, appear to
be abundant and often derive from relatively larger pccupation sites on the
Montana side of the d iv i de. During the Late Prehistoric, small corner and
side notched arrow points are represented at a var+e ty of sites associated
with with fishing camps in Idaho and with sites containing ground stone
pestles and other Columbia Plateau traits in Montana's intermountain valleys.
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The Pelican Lake Phase in the Intermountain Region

The Late Plains Archaic (1000 B.C. -A.D. 200) is characterized on the
Northern P"lains and Intermountain region by sites displaying medium
sized corner notched projectile points known as Pelican Lake points.
TheRFP scope-of-work for the Big Creek Lake project noted that Pelican
Lake projectile points had been recovered at the site and it was expected
that the site should yield information on Pelican Lake in the Intermountain
region of Idaho and Montana.
In the major study on Pelican Lake, Reeves (1970:68) outlines "...8 regional
subphases which correspond in varying degrees to distinctive environmental
areas of the Northern Pla i ns." Reeves r use of the term "subphase" does not
imply intra-phase temporal relationships. He uses that term to identify
distinctive Pel ican Lake manifestations occuring within definable geographic subregions of the Northwestern Plains region. Using other terms,'
Pelican Lake is hypothetically a cultural complex comprised of eight spatial
aggregates. Reeves' (1970) eight subphases of Pel ican Lake are hypothetical
constructs based on a review of the available 1iterature and co 11ections.
The Blue Slate Canyon subphase of Pelican Lake is described in some detail
since the Big Creek Lake site is geographically within the range of this
subphaseas hypothesi zed by Reeves (1970). Although it appears that the
description is well-documented and data for Reeves' hypothesis complete,
this is not necessarily so. To the author's knowledge the Blue Slate
Canyon Kill site (the type site for thesubphase) has not been published
as of December 1979. No other descriptive primary sources are available
presently.'
.
The regional subphase of the Pelican lake Phase in the
Rocky Mountains of northern Montana and southern Alberta
is designated Blue Slate Canyon after the Blue Slate
Canyon Kill-Campsite in Waterton Lakes National Park,
Alberta (Reeves 1970:72).
Reeves notes Blue Slate Canyon materials in the Flathead valley of Montana.
but not in the reported Birch Creek materials. He suggests that the western'
boundary for Blue Slate Canyon subphase
distribution;s northeast of the
Birch Creek area. The B.ig Creek Lake site excavations would yieldinformation on this western distribution of Pelican Lake.
'
The other subphases of Pel iean Lake are hypothesized to be geographically
east of ,the cer.trll Montana Intermountain area (Reeves 1970:68-72). Spring
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Creek subphase and the Upper Miles subphase are southeast, Keaster subphase is east in the Upper Missouri Basin, and Mortlach subphase is northeast in the Canadian Plains. The remaining subphases Badger, Glendo and
Larter are not adjacent to the Blue Slate Canyon subphase geogtaphical1y.
Although the dates 1000 B.C.-A.D. 200 can be used for Pelican Lake in
general,
..•complete phase transition from Hanna to Pelican Lake
occurred during the period from 1300 to 750 B.C. with
the Pelican Lake Phase emerging by at least 1000 B.C.,
when Pelican Lake po ints become more frequent than Hanna.
The termination of the phase occurs earliest in the Middle
Missouri area and at progressively later intervals westward of that area. In ,general, the P~l +can Lake Phase
terminates in the f ir-stfew centuries A.D. throughout
a good portion of the Northern Plains. In certain areas,
particularly mountains~ it persists until A.D. 500-600
(Reeves 1970:74).
The major point type which integrates all subp'hases or aggregates is Pelican
Lake Corner Notched. It is not, however, the only point "type" found in
Pelican Lake activity debris. A few Hanna points are present early in Blue
Slate Canyon; some "obtuse shouldered", corner-to-side notched forms are
also to be expected (Reeves 1970:75~76).
Reeves (1970:39,40, 75) classifies Pelican Lake projectile points as
atlatl dart points based on the thick neck widths of the points. Pelican
lake points are characteristically corner notched; however, a great range
of variation is l~id over the trait of corner notching.

-,

Intens ity of occupation appears to.be another character; stic of Pel iean
Lake and undoubt edly reflects a population increase on the Northern Plains,
as well as an increase in the maximum size of at least some local groups •.
Survey information from \~aterton lakes Nat~onal Park in southern Alberta
shows Pel ican Lake occupations were substent ial ly more intensive than for
any other time per tod , including the mor-e recent Besant and Avonlea (Reeves
1970:71, 1978). Extensive and deep "mtne" workings characterize Pelican
Lake chert quarrying at the Schmitt site near Three Forks of the fv1.issouri
in southwestern Montana (Davis 1978). Sites of Pelican Lake age predominate
the lists of dated sites from surveys of extensive areas in the Pine Breaks
subregion of southeastern Montana (Fredlund 1979).
The most detailed infonnation on the Pelican Lake artifact system is again,
presented by Reeves; he (1970:77-80) identifies the following stone tools
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as characteristic of Blue Slate Ca~yon subphase. Hafted bifaces other
than points occur infrequently; they may be stenmed , corner notched, or
corner tanged. Bifaces without haft elements are characteristically
symmetric or asynmetri c ovates with convex IPr stra ight bases,' Drill
forms are flake butt, T-butt, and oval butt. Perforator forms are ir- ","
regular flake butt, ovate, triangular, and notched. Graver forms are
tit and notched. Dorsally retouched and dorsally u~retouched end scrapers
appear in approximately equal quantities, Spokeshaves, scraper-planes,
pieces esquilles (bipolar cores or wedges), chipped celts, pointed unifacial flakes, and heavy flake tools are also present. Bifacial chopper~,
grinding slabs and handstones are "v tr-tua lly absent.
II

Ro~k type sources utilized by Blue Slate Canyon subphase populations sugges:toverall' group movement and areas frequented. Again from Reeves
(1970:82) :
In the Waterton Park area of the Blue Slate Canyon subphase, some 50 per cent of all tools are manufactured
from Avon chert from the central Montana Rockies.
Cherts from the Nor-thern Canadian Rockies are extremely infrequent. Kootenay argill ite, quarried near the Kootenay
Lakes~ is.absent. Obsidian is rare.
The Pelican Lake phase as described by Reeves (1970) is a Northern Plains
Intennountain region phenomenon characterized by corner notched projectile
points, and sites which yield dates oflOOO B.C. to A.D. 200, possibly
A.D. 300-500 in the western subphases. The BjgCreek Lake site was expected to yield data on the Intenm~untain Blue Slate Canyon subphase.

Protohistoric and.EthnohistoriG Area Studies

Ethnological studies indicate a number of tribes occupied this area of
western Montana historically and utilized the mountains. The Flathead
and Pend d'Oreille originally lived east of the mountains, occasionally
crossing west of the Continental Divide into the Bitterroot and Flint
Creek valleys, Historically the Bitterroot valley was Flathead country
(Malouf 1968:10), but according to Teit and Boas (1973:303) they never
crossed the Bitterroot divide •. Turney-High (1937) discusses Flathead
hunting practices, which included high country summer excursions into
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t~e Bitterroot!.
Teit and Boas (1973:307) place the Flathead in the
Bitterroot
Valley while a n~w extinct group,' the Semete1use, occupied
the northern portion of the B;tt~rroot
Valley.
Hogan (1974) conducted
. a'deu11 ed examination of the ethnohlstoric
1iterature
relating
to the
northern portion of the Bitterroot
Range and documented use
this
.'area !by the Pend d'Oreille,Coeur
d 'A1ene~ and the. Tukudi ka Shoshone.
Tile loca' groups' ware cultually
linked with t,he southern Plateau area .
through interm~rriage
and task group endeavors (Anastasio 1972) •

or

.

Certai n prehl s.toric andp'~tohistori
c travel
are. ar~ dtscussed by Griswold (1970:23):

and trade

routes

of the

, T"re8 m~J~rtrails
led eastward through the Coeur d'Alene
a~dB1ttr.rroot
Mountains.
The trail farthest
north. sometim~s known as the Pen~d'Oreil1e
Trail. fOllowed the Clark
Fbrk upstream to the Flathead country.'
The [second] trail
••• crossed the Bitterroot
Moutains near the headwaters of
the St. Joe River.
The'southern route. the Lolo Trail of
Lewis i)no Clark fame •. was used regularly by the Nez Perce;
-. it crossed Over the mountains from. the North Fork of the
'cleilrwater
River.
,

.

loloPass
is approximately 30 km northeast of Big Creek Lake (Figure 1).'
The Lolo trail runs a long ,a ridge between the Lochsa and the North Fork
of "the Cl earwater, then over Lola Pass and down the east side of Lolo
Cre.k tow... ·d ·what is now Missoula, )Montana.
From LQloPa~s south the Bitterroots
are steep. rocky and difficult
of
access.
The first passes south of Lola Pass are just above the Big Creek
La'k.. These pa$ses~Packbox' and Stormy, lead off from the southwest and
north .• nds of the l4ke respectively
(Figure 5). Several other minor
passes cross 'the Bitterroot
divide south of Packbox Pass, but the first
l1.jo'r pass further. south is Lo'st Trail pass.
Although Stormy. Packbox,
and Lost Trail passes are not specifically
mentioned in the etnnohtstontc.
literature.'
it is 'presumed that Lost Trail was utilized
by the Shoshone
1n traveling
back and forth. between the Snake River Plain of Idaho and
the Bfp Hole and Bitterroot
Valleys of MO'ltana.
Local informants r'epo\~t an Indian trail paralleled
Big Creek and this un,doubted.ly connected with the trails over Stonny and Packbox passes.
It
151 ikely tha~ Stormy and Packbox passes and the Big Creek trail,
used by
early trapper, and traders in,the area, were establishe.d by native peoples
\ during the prehistoric
period.

..

Figure

5.

Iopoo-aohtc map of Big CreekLake
and environs
showing site
1
areas At Band C at outlet;
composite of several
U.S.G.S. 7.5
.'; quads:

north

up;

1 cm :' approximately
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250 m.

The first white men in the area, other than Lewis and Clark in 1805, were
ass~ciated with the fur trade.
Mcleod and Ford (1978:6) note:
Doth trappers and traders worked and traveled along the
Clark Fork and Bitterroot
Rivers.
National ownership of:
I western
Montana was 'undetermined at this time.
It was
claimed by both the 'United States .and Britain.
Both
nationalities
competed in this area throughout the fur '
trade period.
Jedidiah Smith, an American~ passed through
the Bitt$rroot
Valley in 1823, 1825, and 1829. Likewise.
, British traders from the Hudson's Bay Company were also
in the,~rea.
Peter Skene Ogden in 1824 and John Work in
tne l8la's.
'
The first m1~sioh. St. Marrs. was established
by Father DeSmet. In 1850
\the miuionwaS,sold
and became Fort Owen, the first trading post in,the
"Bitterroot
Va:11ey {Montana Fish and Game Commission 1975:l07}.
This his~or1c site is just outside Of Stevensville
(Figure 1). In the,mid ninetee"th century the fur trade ended and the Bitterroot Valley's economy of
farming, ranch·;ng. and logging was es tab'l ished.
Numerous "mountain menu,
.ret ired 1n the va 1) ey (McLeod and Ford 1978: 6)
I

Summary

In sununary. many area sites indicate o~cuP'!fion for the past 5000 years.
Lithic mater1ia1 type occurrences on the prehistoric
sites may suggest
differing
group orientations
focusing both east and west of the Bitter. root dlvid'e (See LABORATORY
ANALYSIS:Rock Types and Precurement Si tes
pp. 87-.41) .Group movement across the divide is documented for the Protohistoric and IUstor;c periods a;nd is strongly suggested for the Late ,
Prehistoric.·
It is l1key that prehistori'c
groups moved throughout the
Intermountain reg10nin seasonally scheduled patterns to exploit the
resources of the alpine country and intermountain valleys.
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RESEARCH; OBJECTIVES
r

I

!

I

Ii'

I

II

This section describes the research design as proposed for the mitigation of the Big Creek Lake site. It was based on the description of
the site and the description of the proposed impact in RFP 15950020.
The primary goal was mitigation by controlled datq recovery.

The RFP suggested that the site: was d "repeatedly utilized seasonal hunting
camp"; was occupied 1500-3000 years ago; contained corner notched points of
Pelican Lake affiliation; and was lIanomalous to our present understanding
of the Pelican Lake complex" because of its high altitude location.
Previously cited research (see PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND) clearly
indicates evidence of high altitude sites affiliated with.the.Pelican Lake
phase, and effectively destroys this "anomaly."
These suggestions, redefined, provide the hypotbeses for research at the
site.
.
1-

The Big Creek Lake site is a hunting camp.
,

'~I

2. The Big Creek Lake site was repeateqly utilized by
Pelican Lake populations 1500-3000 years ago.
3.

Th? Big.Creek Lak~ Pelican Lake phase occupation is
within the Blue S1ate Canyon subpha/se and wi 11 contain tool types and material types as described by
Reeves (1970).
I
.
I

4. Pel jean Lake populationsl seasonally moved into the
mountains in small groups in the 'sunmer and spent
the winters in the river valleys.
The following objectives were designed to address the hypotheses:
1. r~edi urnsized corner notched points are corrvnonin the
region. These are generally classifieq as being from
the Late Archaic period or Pelican Lake. They are
found in high and low altitude locations. Documentaion
of the tool' types and rock types associated with the
Blue Slate Canyonsubphase by material from Big Creek
would support Reeves' hypothetical Intermountain subphase. This information would address hypotheses 2-4.
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2. Lithic material types for the area would be identified
by source location and general description. The presence/
absence of rock types at the Big Creek Lake site would
yield information on population movements and/or intergroup communication. This data is relevant to hypothes~s
3 and 4.
'
3.

Analysis of the artifacts collected in terms of their
functions (primary and secondary), morphology, spatial
distribution and material type would address 'hypotheses
1, 2, and 3.

4. Paleoenvironmental and biological samples were to be collected and analyzed. However, the nature and the extent
.of disturbance of the.depost ts at the site. posed problems.
In addition, faunal material was not preserved because
of the acidic soil. Fine mesh water screening yielded
no microflora. This data would address hypotheses 1 and

~.

Data recovery and analysis designed to sat.isfy the research objectives
set forth in this section are discussed in detail in following chapters
of the report. Among others, they include excavation methodology, the
identification of rock types utilized at the site, use wear analysis of
recovered tools, analysis of lithic debf taqe and analysis of intra-site
associations of artifacts. Review and definition of Pelican Lake phase
literature is covered earlier in the ,report. TheConclusions section
discuss fully all the research objectivity and their implications.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BIG CREEK LAKE SITE

The Big Creek Lake site is located at the outlet on the northern end of
Big Creek Lake (Figure 5). This body of water was two distinct lakes
prior toconstru.ction of a dam at the outlet. The original dam was constructed around 1900 for retention and storage of water for purposes of
irrigation in the Bitterroot valley below. By 1942 the original dam timbers showed extensive deterioration and repairs were made. Extensive
repairs were made agaln in 1956 (Stevensville Ranger District n.d.:i).
Over the years drift logs would pile up at the lake outlet and impair
proper dam,functioning. The logs would be skidded onto the archeological
site Qrea (Area A); about'every three years the logs were doused with a
combustible material and burned. Figure 6 shews the site area with drift
logs piling up. The skidding and burning of the draft logs on the site
had deleterious effects on the condition of some of the cultural objects,
most notably the chert artifacts. These prehistoric materials from the
site show a variety of thermal alteration effects resulting from the onsite burns; heat crazing, thermal fracture and weakening, potlid scaring,
changes color and possibly obsidian hydration rates. The effects of the
on-site burning were especially intense due to shallowness of cultural
depos i ts (Figure 7); most cultural materials were -recovered from the zone
0-10 em below surface.
Several other adverse impacts to the site deposits are deserving of mention.
Soil and rock were removed from the site area for the construction ofa walkway near the flume:,' The site is underwaterTrom the time of snow melt until
July. Figure 8 shows the main site area '(Area A) underwater on July 4, 1977.
Wave action and water currents combine to effect the intra-site association
of materials. Finally, natural effects such as frost heave undoubtedly
displaced artifacts by moving them toward the surface (Johnson and Hansen
1974). The combination of the above effects seriously damaged .the inte-:
grity of the shallow cultural deposits.
Site deposits are contained in shallow, a11uvial and colluvial soils resting
on glacially scored, quartz monzonite bedrock. The site is comprised of
three distinct sub-areas (Areas A, Band C; Figure 5). Each sub-area displays somewhat different natural and cultural characteristics. The area of
proposed construction' impact was Area A, the main site area in terms of
volume of cultural debris. The remainder of this chapter presents more information on each of the sub-areas.
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Figure 6;. Big Creek Lake site as seen from the top of the dam,
August 1977. Area A is on the right, Area C on the left.

Figure 7r

Area A at the Big Creek Lake site showing the
shallow soils on the quartz monzonite bedrock.
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Area A
The Area A cultural
deposits lie on a relatively
level bedrock 'shel f , bedrock is exposed over most of the shelf (Figure 9) .. In other places, sandy,
water washed alluvial
and colluvial
soils and rock fr~gments have accumulated' to depths varying from 1-30 em. This primary site area was disturbed
to an extent greater than had been ant ieipated from statements in the RFP
scope-o~-Work ahd .the' survey report and site form {Keyser and Loscheider
1975}. 01sturbance of these shallow soil s had occurred through the years,
from camping as well as Jhe factors,outl
tned above .

.;

I

:

a

Area B (Figures 10 and 11) is located on ,higher, level bench overlooking
thelaJce at an elevation of approximately 1840!1l (5860'ft) above sea level.
Area B is about 15 m above the level of the lake 65 m northwest of AreaA.
Relative to Ar~a A, a small number of artifacts
were observed and reported.
for .Area B by Keyser and Losche tder (1975) and by Ray Thompson of the forest
.Serv1ce's Stevensville
Ranger District.
Area B was designated by the Forest
..' Service for tbe archeological
fiel d ,I camp; the dam construct ion crew woul d
,'use the same location the following month for its field camp.
Area, B was one of the:1'few level areas at' the north end of the lake that
had not belen closed to camping by the Forest Service for the summer of 1977.
. Because of theimpen9ing
impact from camping on this high and fragil e bench,
te~t1ng was planned for Area B. Most of the bench consists of exposed
'. quartz IOOnzonite bedrock with soils generally rocky and no more than 5-10 em
thick.
Previous camping activity
at this 1oeation had little
impact on,
thecu1tural
deposits.
only a few. shallow modern hearths were observed.

Area C

The th+rd site' area. Area C (Figure 6). is a heavily forested locat ton on
sloping, quar~z monzonite ledge rock on the south side of the Big Creek
Lake outlet cha'nnel (across the outlet from Area A). Forest cover here is
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Figure\S\

Photograph

Figure) 9';. Area A during

of Area A underwa te rjuluby

excavation

in August 1977.
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4,1977.

Fi0ure

Figute

10.

11.

Area B prior

View~ofBig

to excavation

Creek 'take
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looking

east.

l ook.i nq wes.tfrom

Area B.

dominated by Douglas fir with a huckleberry brush understory.: There was
no disturbance indicated-at this location other than that caused by very.
occasional modern camping .. Two shovel tests were placed in the forested
portions of the site. A 1 m2 test was excavated in the only clear portion of the area. No cultural material was encountered in the tests.
Recorded pH values for Area A andB soils range fro~ 4.4 - 4.6, an extremely acid soil condition. Thehigly acid soils, to~ether with the
submergence of the depos its and numerous, annual freeze/thaw cycl es resulted in the total latko.I preserved bone. Tests of pH were not conducted on Area C soils ~ecause no cultural materials were recovered and
no further work was planned.
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TECHnIQUES OF FIELDWORK

The scope-of-work directed the excavations to concentrate primarily on
Area A; secondary testing and excavation was to be conducted in Areas
Band C if significant subsurface deposits were located. Metric grids
(Figure 12) were superimposed over both Areas A and .B for horizontal
control; excavation units were 1 x 1 m in size. Excavation was entirely
by trowel until it was determined that the culture bearing deposits were
not only severely disturbed. but also were largely confined to the top
10 cm of soil. The disturbance was noted in the extensive mixing of
burned wood within the'~oils and the absence of any prehistoric cultural
features such as firehearths~ No natural or cultural stratigraphy was
noted in the:soil profiles in the first 10 cm of soil where the bulk of
cultural materials was contained. After the disturbance of the deposits
was documented, skim shovel ing was employed. Arbitrary 10 cm level s were
the foundation for vertical control.
All grid units and test units were excavat~d to bedrock. In the main portion of the site (Area A) bedrock was rarely more than 20 cm below surface.
All vertical profiles were examined for evidence of cultural and natural
stratigraphy. Particular emphasis was placed on areas where rock crevices
allowed deeper (60 cm maximum) soil accumua lt ton. These areas were excavatedwith trowels for better control and because the crevices were often
narrow.
All tools were recorded in situ upon field identification. Workers excavated each unit {1 x 1 x-. ffii}in quarters and noted subjectively if
greater amounts of lithic debitage came from a specific quadrant of the
square. All soils were screened through quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth.
A liter sample of soil from each excavation unit was water screened through
1.18 mm square mesh window screen.
The area A cultural deposit is estimated to cover a 150 m2 area with a
volume of 30 m3• An area of 101 mZ with a volume of 21 m3 was excavated.
In addition to the.main excavation units, extensive shovel testing was
conducted near the walkway. A walkway for the Forest Service trail had
been built up around the flume northwest of the excavation area (Figure 12).
Eight shovel tests and a meter square test unit were placed in this area
and taken to bedrock. No cultural materials were found. The extent of
the Area A deposits were primarily limited to a 9-10 m wide str:ip along
the north edge of the outlet channel. Bedrock l'm'te~ excavatlon.to tne
north south and
east. Immense drift loss, . coupled w1th lake actlon on
.
the beach. prevented excavation to the west.

.
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65 m northwest.'

Figure 13 illustrates
a typical Area A cross section profile.
The soil 'on
Area. A is mostly very fine gra ined s11 t from: lacustrine
deposition.
Some i '
disturbance was found in all but soil level 'III.
Level III contained no
.'"
cultural materials.
AreaS was not to be dire<;t1y impacted by the proposed construction.
It
holds a maximumof 150 m2 of cultural
deposits;
the"artifact
density is
very "low compared with AreaA.
Ten units (1 x 1 m) were excavated to bedrock using trowels.
One s~nvel test in the tag alder thicket produced
several waste flakes.
In general, shovel s could not be used here because
of the numerous large, buried granite rocks within the subsurface soils.
'
As with Area A, cultural materials were generally found on1y within the
top 10 cm and in locatipns on the bench which contained soil (Figure 12).
Testing was $topped on Area B because
the limits imposed by time and
budget, combined with the considerably greater density of cultural materials
and the proposed impact, dictated that most efforts be concentrated
in Area

A.
""Area C was tested because a single prehistoric
artifact
had been reported
for that location.
A 1 x 1 m test unit and two shovel tests were taken
to bedrock (see Figure 14). All soils were screened but no cultural
materials were noted.
No further work was conducted on Area C.
Coring with a"] in. bore was proposed and the appl i cation attempted in'
Area B. The 'coring was designed to yield information on the locations of
~ features or areas of heavy organic "enrichment, The appl icationof
the
coring technique was unsuccessful dtie primarily to large quantities
of
granite rock chunks in the soil.
"
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METHODS. TECHNIQUES, AND TERA!NOLOG'Y·:<:·· "',

The particular topics addressed during laboratory work were: 1) description and quantification of raw material types, 2) use wear analysis of
stone tools, 3) descriptive classification of artifacts, and 4) intrasite
relationships between artifacts. Obsidian samples were selected for obsidian hydration dating. Soil sample pH analyses were run.

Chippah'le Stone Materials,

Al~chipped stone debris at the Big Creek lake site was carried in; the
nearest knapping material acquisition source is about 30 km distant. This
section describes chippable stone materials and sources known to the author
for western Montana which are or might be associated with the Big Creek
Lake site. In some cases specific source sites can be pinpointed; in other
cases general, source areas are defined. The material identifications are,
based on macrOscopic, visual inspection.
The materials discussed are: quartz,cry~tal, tan-green siltstone, green
obsidian or vitrophyre, basalt,Devil 's Eyebrow chert, Avon chert, obsidian
and ignimbrite, Kootenay argillite, and Idaho cherts. The locations of
most of the sources are given with reference to the Big Creek Lake site.
An area containing numerous reported and unreported chert and quartzite
outcrops is outl ined and referred to as lithesouthwestern Montana chert
area;" Figure 15 depicts the locations of many of these sources by site
name and/or lithic type.
.
At the head of Cache Creek in the northern portion of the Bitterroot range
approximately 45 km northwest of Big Creek Lake is a quartz crystal outcrop exploited for tool making material by prehistoric populations. D.
Fredl und (1977) reports that crystal s were extracted both from bedrock and
from the talus slopes below the outcrop (as "free" crystals). Several prehistoric sites in the vicinity of the outcrop are densely covered with
quartz crystal debitage. Al though quartz crystal is not uncommon on sites
in the area, finished tools are rarely found ef the material because it is
.difficult to \'/ork;conchoidal fracture is more difficult to control in quartz
crystal than in cryptocrystallines. This is due to the parallel molecular
.arrangement in crystals as opposed to the random or interlocking molecular
arrangement of cryptocrystallines (L. Leihen, Minerologist, Mineral Museum,
personal communication).
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Another western Montana material is tan-green Ninemi1e siltstone.
It is
available
in a source area 60-130 km north of Big Creek lake.
The southern
1imit of djstribution
for this siltstone
is presently fixed along the Ninemile valley, northwest of Missoula (Charles ~1. ~1cLeod: personal communication).
The presently known northern limit of df s tr ibut ton of Ninemile siltstone is at Hot Spr inqs, MT. just west of Flathead Lake (Will iam LaCombe:
personal conmunication).
Green obsidian (D. Fredlund 1977) or vitrophyre
(Knudson and Sappington
197Th:3~ outcrops rin at 1east two locations about 40 km northwest of Big
Creek lake and near the Bitterroot
divide.
Although archeologists
working
in the area are aware of this material,
its macroscopic characteristics
render it difficult
to classify.
D., Fredlund (1977) classifies
the material
as obs id ianbased on element .identification
by r1ariposa Laboratories
in
California.
Knudson and Sappington ( 1977b:33) describe the material as
follows:
\

The material classified
as vitrophyre in this report is
not well understood, and even that term is used only with
hesitation
after. considerable
discussion with several
geologists.
The mater+al .grades from a nearly transluscent, dark greenish grey stone ·that has been called "obsidian" to an opaquev olive grey rock with phenocrysts
that has been referred to as "opal He". A fragment of
each of these would clearly be differentiable
from the
other -- except on some pieces~ particularly
cores with
remnant cortex and starch-fr-acture
form, where one variety grades or else changes abruptly into the other variety
within that piece.
.

In western ~bntana basalt is found in cobble form in glacial gravels through-,
out the Clark Fork valley (as near as 60 km to the north) and near Avon
(130 kIn to the east).
Gazunis (1976:9) describes.a
quarr.v/workshop site
near Drummond(100 km to the east) where basalt' cobbles were broken on a.terrace
above the Clark Fork river.
The lower Clearwater river is the Idaho basalt
source nearest Big Creek Lake {BO km to the west).
It occurs occas iona l Iv
in qrcheological
sites on the Lochsa; becoming increasingly
common in sites
and outcrops in western Idaho and throughout the Columbia Plateau.
Basal t
from different
source areas could not be differentiated
by this project.
Cherts and quartzites
in a variety of colors and qualities
occur
western Montana. The lisouthwestern Montana chert area" referred
report is bounded roughly by a 1;·ne drawn from Bozeman to Helena
. to Clark Canyon reservoir and back to Bozeman (Figure 15). Chert
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throughout
to in this
to Drumnond
sources

are also found north and east but these are not part of the Big Creek Lake
assembl age. r"'ajorquarry si tes within the southwestern Montana chert area
include the Schmitt sit~ (Davis 1978). numerous outcrops (the "Helena
quarries") near the MacHaffie site (Forbis and Sperry 1952), the Devil IS
Eyebrow site (Tro and Tro 1968). outcrops of Avon cher t.] Hester' et ale
1977), two sites near Drunmond (Gazunis 1976), the Everson quarry near
Dillon (B.J. Earle, BU~ archeologist. Dillon: personal communtcat ton) , and
several sites just west of Butte.
The closest chert sources to Big Creek Lake are the red and yellow hued
cherts which predominate in the upper Rock Creek and flint Creek valleys
(90 km east-southeast),
Chert type identif1cations were made only for
the Devil IS Eyebrow and Avon cherts since these are relatively distinctive.
The Devi l's ~yebro~'Iqua rry site is located in the F1 i nt Creek va 11ey nea r
Hall, approximately 80 km east of Big Creek lake. The materials from this
site generally consist of yellow and tan cherts. often with black dendrit ic inclusions.
Tro and Tro (1968:20-21) stater
...the ground is almost entirely covered with pieces
of yellow and br'own jasper which are'indigenousto
the area •••• There is also evidence that this area
is the source of yellow jasper so prevalent in other
are~s of western .Montana from which a large portion
of artifacts are made.
Hillsides adjacent to the Eyebrow (named for an arc
were the site of aboriginal surface min'jng for this
chert. The intensive prehistoric quarrying efforts
location are evidenced by pothole-shaped depressions
from quarrying and knapping activities. These pits
4 m i~ diameter and 1 m in depth.

of trees on a hill)
distinctive dendritic
conducted at this
filled with refuse
measure as great as

The source area for Avon chert is in the mountains between Helmville and
Avon. about 130 km to the east. Avon chert is described as an:
.•.opaque grey-white to tannish-white fossiliferous
chert with poor conchoidal fracture and coarse texture (Hester et ale 1977:240-241).
"
The nearest obsidian and ignimbrite sources appear to be in the Centennial
vall ey about 250 km to the southeast.
Kootenay argillite is a soft. coarse grained argillite from a source near
Libby, 240 km north-northwest.
Reeves noted this material to be common on
Pel lean Lake phase sites in the northern area of Blue Slate Canyon occurrence, but it was not identified in the analysis of Big Creek lake site
materials.
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Based on lithic materials recovered

from several sites in the Clearsuggest a localized
low on the western
slope of the Bitterroot mountains in Idaho. From this des cr ip t ion and
from exami nat ion of raw materta 1 sin the Un; vers ity of r"1ontana,the
University of Idaho, and private collections, chert types on the Idaho
side (Clearwater-Lochsa-Selway) of the Bitterroot Divide are v tsab ly
different from those on the Montana side (Clark Fork-Bitterroot-Flint
Creek). r"ontana materials are character-t s t tcellyj-ad and yellow cherts,
Avon chert~ ~nd a variety of chalcedonies. Idaho cherts are more pastel hued in color; although occurring in a variety of colors, the Idaho
cherts are not the same reds and yellows as those from t,10ntana
.
water drainage, Knudson and Sappington (1977a:17)
source area for cherts, chalcedo'nies, and basalts

. -.,

Stone Tools:

Use-Wear Analysis

, Function or use of a particular tool and the specific technology which
. produced the tool have long been subjects of interest to arcbeo loqts ts'r..
'.1·'
Systematic studies replicating various activities in manufacture and use
of stone and bone tools have been conducted by numerous researchers.
Most of the terrninqlogy used to describe and interpret the edge attrition
for the Big Creek Lake site mat er-iafs has been adopted from Ahler (1970)5
Keeley (1977), Frison (1968), Hayden ,(1979), Patten (1978), Hylie (1975),
an~iTriDgham et al. (1974). The analysis of the Big Creek Lake artifacts
(all stone and mostly cryptocrystal1ine) is based on the literature and
limited experimentation with porcellanite, a cryptocrystalline material
common in southeastern Montana but not found at the Big Creek Lake site.
Tools were examined under a variable power binocular microscope at 20 x,
45x, and 112x.
The basic assunpt ton in the analysis of a tool's function is that the task
for which the tool was used caused particular and identifiable attrition
on the working edge of the tool. Therefore the focus of attention is on.
the tool's edge and surface where smoothing, rounding, step flaking or
other evidence of tool use is evident with or without the use of a microscope. Stages of step flaking suggest repeated use of an edge .. These
stages are seen as fine step or hinge fractured flake scars that become
successively smaller creating a steeper edge angle at each sharpening or
hard use episode. When the edge finally became too steep to continue in
use, the object was either discarded or extensively retouched to form a
new working edge. In other cases, a tool's working edge exhibits only
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sligHt rounding. This suggests either minima,l use on an object or use
in. a manner that did not cause a great amount' of edge damage to the too l

c...

The following terminology for edge wear has been adopted directly from
Ahler (1970:38~39) for the description and interpretation of the Big

Creek
r
I,

,

L~ke

materials:

:.'C
:.'

I.

I

Edge Rounding: A rounded edge is evenly curved so that the worn
surface smoothly intersects the tool faces.
Edge Smoothi'l9.: A worn surface smoother in texture and finish
than the natural unworn surface of the 'raw material.
Edge B1unti,ng: An abrasive wear that results in a surface rougher
in texture~ than the unworn tool surface as a result of very fine
,comni nut i/onor micro fracturi nq- of the worn surface area .•..
I

..
"

:Edge Crl!shing_: This can usually be detected without the aid of
'~h~ microscope and results in an irtegular~ angular and fractured
"edge. both in outl ine and in section.
.
Step Flak_ing:' This is characterized by a flake scar that is wider
than it is long and that terminates in a stepped transverse fracture.
Surface Smoothing: Refers to the fine abrasive action on flake
,
ridges or other areas of thatoo'l faces resulting in a worn, surface, '
smoother and finer in texture than on unworn areas.
Edg rrinding: Is a distinctive type of wear defined by a coarse,
.
g anu ar surface, often accompanied by minute striations, and faceting,
indicating that th~ tool was moved against a hard abrasive material
at a relatively conststant angle. Grinding is usually restricted to
the proximal edges of proj~cti1e points and is traditionally considered
to b•• f~ of intentional dulling.

The Big Creek Lake materials were also classifjed into either "hard or
"soft" use-wear categories, e.g .• Tringham et a1. (1974), Wylie (1975) and
Ahler (1970).: Hard wear is assumed to be. caused by use of a tool on wood
ll
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or bone. The resulting attrition is seen in edge crushing~ step f1aking,
and edge blunting. Soft wear, resulting from edge use on hides or meat,
is evidenced by rounding, smoothing, and accompanying surface smoothing.
Multiple uses must also be considered.
Based on edge wear it is generally possible to tell whether an item was ,
used for scraping or for cutting/sawing. Besides edge and surface attrition,
cutting tends to produce at least limited flake scars on both sides of the
edge, while scrap inq tends to cause flakes to be removed from one side only.
\In additio~~othe
appearance of edge wear the angle of the utilized edge
also appears 'to relate to tool function.
'\

Sixty degrees appears to be a rouqh d'ividing 1ine between
general Cutting (sawing and carving) and Scraping (hard
and soft) tool edge angles. Cutting edge angles average
about 48 degrees. whereas hard and soft scraping edges
average 75 and 68 degrees respectively (Wylie 1975:30).

There are two edge angles which can b~ measured: the original angle of the
flake, and the angle resulting from the use of the flake (Figure 16). The
original flake angle is ~a11ed th~spine plane angle and i~ described as
ref,l ect ing:
.••the cross-section of, the flake. and the strength and
thickness of its edge ...[it] is measured from the plane
of the ventral surface of a flake to the plane of the
,dorsal surface ~Jhich is nearest the edge 'in question
(Tringham et al. 1974:179).

Figure 16. Measurement of original flake angle
and angle after retouch or use.
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When we are measuring spine plane angle ... we are generally
projecting what the angle of the flake looked like before
it was damaged. When we measure the edge angle on archaeo- .
logical
artifacts
we usually call it the damaged angle;
weare measuring the ang1 e of the edge after the load is
applied, and we are talking about two totally different
things (Knudson in Hayden 1979:139).
Both angles were measured on the retouched and/or utilized
flakes from the
Big Creek Lake site.
Most appeared to have been unretouched prior to use.
For retouched and/or ut t l ized flakes the author feel s that more insight
can be gained on prehistoric
use by emphas tzinq the spine plane or original
angle.
The una l tered, unused object ret l ec ts , to some extent , the use for
whlch the tool was intended and the reasons for prehistoric
man's choice
of this form of flake.
He/she chose an object of a specific size, shape.
and edge angle for a specific task.
Apparent ly, if no modification
of .the
object was planned; after minimal use, it was most likely discarded.
There
was little coemtt.tment of time or energy to the object; after use little
attempt was made to save or curate the item (Binford 1973). In the case
of utilized
flake toolss the measurement of the edge angle after use probably is that of a spent or wasted tool.
For example, the measurement of
a tool's
spine pl ane angl e might be 25°, wi thin the cutting/sawing
range
(based:on Wylie's criteria
referenced above).
A 600 measurement of the
angle 'after use places the tool neither in the scraping nor the cutting
range.
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Lithic Debitage

Artifacts showing no evidence of use were categorized as lithic deb itage; size, material type, type of breakage, and presence/absence of
cortex were recorded. A sample of lithic debitage from 10 excavation
uni ts was divided into coopl ete flakes and fla ke fragments. The com ..'.
plete flakeswere further divlded into those with acute anql e stri king
platforms and right angl estriking platforms. Based on Frison (1968),
the acute angle platforms appear·to be biface sharpeninq flakes and'
the right angle platforms uniface sharpening flakes. The presence of a
cortex surface is an 'attribute which suggests the importing of bulk raw
material. Flakes with cortex can only come from minimally prepared
cores, or unmodified raw material.
.
Although not a totally accurate measure, the size of the flakes will be
considered a factor in assessing the amount of primary reduction, thinning, and tool manufacture in this report. Although very few of the
total quantity of flakes per unit are compl ete , size is indicative of
the.by-products from these three stages of manufacturing or tool maintenance. Primary reduction flakes ·were considered to be those over 10 mm
in1 en~th and width and over 1 ITVTl thick •. Secondary reduction or tool refinement was represented by flakes less than lOnm in length and width .
and 1 mm or less in thickness. Sma ll flakes--generally less than 5 mm in
length--were recovered from the flotation samples •. These are felt to be
the result of activity associated with resharpening, or thinning and
finishing of a tool.
.
Shatter, angular broken lithic material of all sizes, is a by-product of '
all stages of lithic manufacturing or modification. Generally a flaw in
the raw material cau~es the material to break producing shatter. (At
24RA34 much of the shatter was caused by the historic burning on the surface of the site). Shatter was quantified as to rock type but was not
grouped as to size. Tiny shatter fragments are often mistaken for retouch/
resharpening flakes.
.
Finally, the type of lithic debitage raw material is quantified into the
rock types listed above.
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Tool Classification

Tools are categorized in this report by a combination of morpho:logy and
function. JlbrpholoDiul c~tegortes are based on the terminology and
typology cOlllllOn
to the l1teratuJ!'eof the ,r.egion.
Projectile points are classifted in te~s of types or provisional types.
Types are specific foms for which spatial and tanporal limits have been
demonstrated or are based on large samples. Provisional types lack well
defined spatial or temporal "'lIIeters and/or are known from small samples.
The provislonalconeept derives from Caldwell and Mallory (1967:49).
A number of the projects mftducted in the.ra Ce.g., Ryan 1977, Taylor
1973) have ut'111zed the projectU. potnt classification system established
in 1935 by !.tn.. Duncan Strong whtcla p8rtrQs varying outl fnes for projectile points. This sIstea takes into cons14erltion only the point1s outline; this method of c:lasstficatiCH' il often .isleading. The Big Creek
Lake points are described 1fttenas of th.t, morphological characteristics,
functional'information. nanufacturing techniques. and are classified as
representative of a type or provisional ype when possible.
Measure..aentsof tools are included in the description of each type and it
'shOuld be noted that these measurements are on the complete unbroken
length. width or thickness. Measurements of broken or fragmented specimens were used in the snalysis and described only if they were considered
to be accurate for the specimen before it was broken. In other words, if
the tip of a projectile point was broken off. measurements are given on .
the width and thickness only. (Actual fragnented length measurements are
listed on catalog sheets~ but have Rot ~en included in the report).
Classification of tools into types varies according to the researcher, and
miscl assif1cations do occur. House (1975:59) notes "potential errors" for .
each artifact category. a technique "intended to present some of the
strengths .and weaknesses of each definition." In this report potential
e~rors in classification are noted under the rUbric "error factorU for appropriate tool categories.

Spatial' Oistrtbvt'ions

Distribution of all Area A artifacts waS plott" on plapview maps. Area B
yielded too few cultural materials for spat1alapalys1s.
No statistical
methods of associ.tio" were applied because of the intensely disturbed
character of the deposits.
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CULTURAL MATERIALS

This section describes the too ls and other artifacts.
from the Big Creek Lake
sft~. Manufacturing techniques, material type selections,
and temporal as~
,sQcfations are discussed.
Measurements are given only when the object is
nlDt fragmented.
Exact measunnents of broken tools are on the catalog sheets.
Tables '1-6 sUlllTlar~zedata by tool categories.
col l.ected artifacts
are curated at the Mineral Museum~Montana College
9f'Mineral Scfe~ce and Technology, Butte, Montana with the exception of the'
.small collection. of tools found by Mr. Raymond Thompson. These are in the
Stevensv1111e D1.str;ct Ranger Office, Stevensville,
~1ontana and are noted in
,t~ fol1 ()Wing ~ables as IiRT .~slA.(faceli.
All

'I

Bifacial

McKean,Compl,ex~rojecti1
. Sa!'lple: 5 (Figure

Tools

e points

17, Table 1)

Oeicril!tiO!l: . The f ivaspectmens assignable to the McKean conplex are
basal 'ragments .. They are evaluated as representative
of the McKean Lanceolate ,\ype ofth, Plains (Mulloy 1954) rather than the little lake,varie~ies
known. in the Gr'eat Basin (Green 1975) •. None of the specimens exhtb+t f ine ,
parallel ',fl."h'~' 'B~sal notches were made by the removal of one large, deep,
e)(panding flake from one side with the oPPosite side thinned by pressure
flaking.
Three. (Figure 17 a,b,c; Table 1 lOT the specimens exhibit basal
grinding on the lateral edges. Four, appear to have been broken by bending
stress.
One red chert specimon exhibits along, step fractured flake scar
suggesting breakage from impact with subsequent reworking into its current,
stubby form (Figure 17e).
..
.

Neasuremsnts:

andthe wldthsfrom
I

.

The thickness
l3-17R111.·

of the basal .fragments

varied
".

from 4-6 mm

Material 1fl?e:s: All five' of the McKean specimens are made from differ6lnt'materfi s , One is a wht te, fossil iferous chert similar to Avon chert.
A second is a tan chert similar to materia.ls found atDevt l t s Eyebrow quarry.
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c

Figure 17. tkKean complex projectile points.
(a-#207, b-#208, c-#6, d-#113, e-#92)

Other materials represented are basalt (1), red chert (1), and a banded red
and white chalcedony; the sources of these materials are unknown.
Temporal affiliation:
Within the Big Creek Lake site deposits, three of
the specimens were from Area A, one is from the surface of Area A, and the
last is from the surface at Area B. Temporally, the McKean complex materials
fall into a time period of approximately 3500-1000 B.C. (5500-3000~ B.P.) in
the Middle Plains Archaic period. r~cKean complex materials are common at
sites iD the northern Bitterroot Mountains
(Hogan 1974, Fredlund and LaComb~_
1971) a10na the Clark Fork (Ryan 1977) and Bitte~~oot (War~_1973)Rivers,
~
and thro~ahout the Northwestern Plains.
t
Little Lake points (Green 1975) are distinctive from McKean types in a number
of attributes ,primarily the flaking technique on the' blade: McKean blades
are formed by parallel collateral expanding flakes which end at the midline
of the blade. Humboldt or Little Lake _types exhtb i t pare+lel ob l i que flaking
on the blade.
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Big Creek Corner Notched
Sample:

31 (Figure's 18~ 19, Table 2)

.Description: These large. corner notched projectile potrrts Yre very distinctive. The base elements on 91% of the points are heavily ground on the
proximal end; 78% are ground within the notches and shoulder areas. The
bases vary fromstraight to slightly excurvate, with a tendency toward the
latter~ Basal corners are rounded and the notches are wide and well formed.
lfhe broad notches were created when flakes were removed~ leaving' deep, expandtng flake searson both sides of the tool. All but one of the specimens
have slightly excurvate blade edges; the exception has straight edges. All
specimens are: thick and lenticular in cross-section.
'.

,

Most of the ~p~cimens are basal fragments. Recent burning on the site badly
damaged the more complete spectmens , leaving them unsuitable for use wear .....
"
studies. Only' twelve of the Big Creek Corner Notched points retained b~ade
ed'gas. They wet'e examined for evidence of secondary use wear. Only two
appeared to have undergone edge blunting; these two specimens were. probably
used as hafted knives for butchering. Nineteen of the breaks were caused
by bending stress; five specimens were broken at impact; four are thermally
fractured. Tw~lve of the specimens had broken directly in the notch or neck
area ;t~
had, snapped just at the top of the notch; others had broken on
the ,blade area~
,
Measurement~:
The thickness of these points was measured just above the
notch on the blade. Of the s~ec1mens that could be meas~redthickness
varied
from 4-6 .~mt Wi.dth .above the notch from 19..27 mm;.width of the patch from
, 3-6 1'Ml, the wi dth of the bases var ied from 15-23!l1T1 wi th a ;t of 17.6 mm
and a standard deviation
3.0.
Only three specimens were complete.
Their
lengths varied from 28-37 mm.

of

~iaterial t_ypes: .All 31 specimens are made from chert; all bu~ seven are
to the lithics of southwestern Montana. One speci~
men is a pinkish chert (which is a little abeM"ant); two are of yellow/tannish chert similar to the Devil·s Eyebrow cherts.

a dark red chert co~an

T!!'5?gr-)l~ affiliation:
Within the site all Big Creek eorner Notched
bunfn
Area A. except one from Area. B.

~t".
"19

points

Cr~.k CO,rntf No~c~ed points are not comnon in the 1ite~atul~e of the re,region. The oply slml1ar types in the area are from the Rlchardson Farm
site along the Clark Fork River. Arthur (1963:_ Figure 21a, s-t) typologically places these points within the Late Plains Archaic. There is no
indication whether grinding occurred on the bases or notches.
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At the S.S. Burmis site on Cr.owsnest Pass in southern Alberta projectile
points (Quigg 1975: Plate 1, nos. 16-25) which are similar to Big Creek
Corner Notched in out i tne , have basa 1 (not notch) grinding but are considerably smaller in length are reported. Although not mentioned by Quigg
the variation in length is probab ly due to reworking of the point. Quigg
notes that these points do riotfit into a "known pr-ojectile point group"
but are "probably atlatl points" s imt lar to Pelican lake in style and time
range. They are mainly corner notched to slight1y side notched wi.th basal
thinning-and grinding (Quigg 1975:82-83). Associated faunal remains are
bison, deer, beaver and elk. Features associated with food preparation
were recorded.
li

Reeves (1970) i.11ustrates severe 1 specimens which appear to be within the
range of variation of Big Cre~R Corner Notched in general outline. Howev~r, there is no discussion of the attributes of any of the illustrated
poihts. The possibly similar specimens are of the Blue Slate Canyon subphas~ (2) and Mortlach subphase (3) (Reeves 1970: Figure 12~ nos. 14, 15,
18, 19, 21).
Projectile points with thorough descriptions and in dated context also
similar to Big Creek Corner Notched points come from the Co1orado Front
Range. Benedict and 01 sen (1978) descri be the ,"Mount Albion Corner-notched
po ints as having "shallow corner or side not.ches, convex bases. and varying
degrees of blade asymmetry caused by repair and by re-use as hafted cutting or scraping tool s, Bases and notches are ground. commonly heav t ly"
(Benedict and Olsen 1978:122). -This description fits the Big Creek Corner
Notched points which are well within the range of dimensions of the Jl-10unt
Albion type with a tendency to be slightly shorter in length. The Mount
Albion complex materials are dated, based on a. series of radiocarbon dates
from several sites, between 5800-5350 B.P. (3850-3400 B.C.)' the time of
maximum aridity of the Altithenmal in Colorado.
II

To assign the Big Creek Corner Notched pOints to a particular time period
is premature at this time. The similarities with the Early Archaic Mount
Albion materials and the "unknown type" tentatively assigned by Quigg to
.the Lake Archa ic does not a id in a temporal determination. The apparent
rareness of the point type, due to lack of evidence in the 1 i ter-ature,
suggests a distinct intermountain variant of either the Early or Late
Plains Archaic period (4000 B.C.-A.D. 300).
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Fi gure 19.

c

b

h

Big Creek Corner Notched projectile
b:"#FS1-ll,
c-#210,d-#154,
e-#57,
and knives (g-#FS1-l
, h-#FSl-2).
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Serrated Pelican lake-Elko corner notched
,

:,",

, Saf\lple:39 (Figures 20-23, Table 3)
· . Description: The serrated corner notch points from the Big Creek Lake
site have strai~ht to slightly excurvate blade edges. The base element
typically expands from the notch to form a sharp or pointed basal corner,
whereas .the base itself may range from excurvate straight to straight to
slightly 1ncurvate. Corner notches are deep ranging from 3-6 11111, and slant
fOl"'lIardtoward the tip. The notch angle varies from 290 to 60° off of the
midl tne of the long aXIS of the specimen. None of the base e1 ements ex,il1b1t 9ri ndin~.
__"
'~.'

:,

'

T,nelateral blade edges mayor may not exhibit the classic form of serrated" edge because of secondary use attrition. Examination of edges of
th~ 28 points retaining blade edges indicates not only several types of usewear damage to the lateral .edges, but also stages or degrees of such use.
The classic or ideal version of this point is probably very similar to
Figure 19d, which has a well-serrated blade edge. As these tool s were used,
attr+t.ton wore the ends off the individual teeth of the ser-rated edge.
In some cases the deeper flake scars separating the individual teeth are
still evident. Differential wear is evident when one lateral edge still
retains the serrations and the other is worn to a smooth continuous edge
(e.g., Figure21a, b f). The purpose of the serrated edge appears to be
that it lasts longer or is nor'e effect tve as a cutting tool than the
straight or conventionally f laked edge .. More severe and cont inous damage
.from wear is evident in the form of step fracturing on the straight edges.
The serrated edges sustain only moderate damage~ us~ally step fracturing
on the serrated crests, or teeth (Figure 22). Edge blunting is the predomin~nt wear ·type. occuring on 35% of the specimens, with edge rounding ex·hibited on 14%. One specimen exhibited both rounding and blunting; another
exhibited edge blunting and surface smoothing (Table 3~ nos. 19, 17). The'
·remaining 53% of the po1nts exhibited no evidence of secondary use on the
lateral edges. Brea~ fractures on these serrated corner notched points also
seem.to reflect more than one- use. Fifty-three percent of the more complete
specimens have break fracture scars caused by bending stress; 7% exhibit impact fracture scars. The re~aining breaks could not be determined because of
heat crazing and breakage from recent burning at the site.
Il

II
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a

b

)
I

d

f
Figure 20. Serrated Pelican Lake-Elko projectile points; d is considered to be the ideal formA (actual size)
(a-#38, b~#153, c-#70, d-#50. e-#103, f-#201, g-#26)
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Figure 21. Serrated
Pelican Lake-Elko points showing the range
variation
of the type found at the Bi!1JCreek Lake site.

(~-#221, b-!83, c-#199, d-#52, e-#60, f-#17, g-#8, h-#77, i-#46,
J-#31, k-#~Sl-3, 1-#25)

':7

of

Figure 22. Edge of serrated chert point showing the first stages of
wear on the serrated projections (edge shown is approximatelyl 15 mm).

Figure 23. Edge of heavily rounded and smoothed basalt point
where no traces of serrates remain (edge shown is approximately
12 mm~.
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Attrjtion
through use, breakage and re-us e chanqes the tools morphology
cons tderab ly. Five of the specimens were resharpened , resulting
in sharply
converging blade edges and cfinsequent length reduction (Figure 21 b,c).
Several of the specimens are asymnetr-lca l in b1ade profi1e,
possibly
because
of e~xcessive use or resharpening
on one blade edge.
t,

.:t4eas~rements:
The thickness
of these specimens ranges from 3-6 1l111, with
.the mean 3.B and the standard
deviation
1.15.
The widths above the notches
varY fnom 14..25 Olnt and length from 17 to 39. i'1aximum notch width varies
from 2':'Smm. The 'w1dth at the base varies from 9-18 mm with :R :: l3.0;s.d.=

/3.4.

,;

.·.Material.

t.YP~s:

There are 25 specimens of basalt,
ten of red chert, two
grey 'chert and one spect men of quartz crys ta l. The
unused specimen, fine1y crafted of a mater-tal that is extremely

of tao 'chert, one of
l~tter is! an
difficurt to work.

'-~

'\

1

-

. e oral affi'1i ation:
Mast,specimens
were recovered from Area A wi th
one' ound n rea.
Ithough
generally c1ustered
in the central
area
t .",.)(c'\I.ti~~of
Area A, there was no w'_yofhodzontal1y
or vertically
~.&r.ttnl th,j",!frlllt't the other point or tool ,types. ,
'
..
T~,se fl. rrated '.(:!lrner Mtchedpoints
are conmon to the Pel tcan L~ke phase
,; t~',f'ortile"'P11;ns
end eastern Rocky Mountains, as well as Elko corner
,notched types (Aikens 1970: 'Figure 20) found in the Great Bas1n and the
Plate$u.
Using comparative samples in dated contents these points are ,
within the Late Archaic (lOOO B.C. -AlD. 200).
At the Medicine Lodge Creek
site .tn northcentral
Wyoming similar
po tnts date at 3000 years- ago (Ze1mens
1977: Pl ate' 7a~c).
Of the subphases described
by Reeves (1970) these serrated points most closely
resemble those of the Spring Creek subphase of
southern Montana. At the Myers-Hindman site in southwestern
Montana (Lahren
,1975: Figures 11 t nos',4:"6 and 13. nos. ~":"4) serrated
corner notched points
.are represented'in
SU4 and SU5, dat~d 1390 B.C. and 350 6.C., respectively.
Similar points are' also found in 'the, Harder phase 900 B.C. -A.D. 650 (Leonhardy and Rice 1970:14. Figure 10)'.~ and at, Bighorn Shelter in eastern
Idaho,
'in '~YQr 4b (28~3 B.C. ~50 a.c.) called "sharply barbed corner notched"

ali

Qf'

',.

'/,

ilU' Ii,nert (1;71).,
5h'lih,r

1

. .

' ,

'
,

t\,1I1t, Irolll'lundated context

.

aYe found at a number of sites

in the
Cht*k 'Fork drait1lge west of Missoula (Ryan 1977).
Specific
sites with very
similar
points are the Fish Creek site (Fredlund
and Fredlund 1976) and
the Richardson
Farm site (Arthur 1963: 21 a,b).
In many instances
the
arawl ngs, photographs
or w,,'jtten descr i pt ions of these poi nts do not menti on
se~rated
blade ~dges,
This 1sprobably
because the tools had been used and
the serrated
edges worn down as denons trated
above.
Because of this wear
andconsequent
elimination
of the distinctive
serrattons , this point style
often has been miscl3ssified.
Recognition
and description
by researchers
of l)edge wear 2) breakage and reworking of tools, and 3) manufacturing
techniques
will help eliminate
errors
in typological
classification.
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Late Pretti stori c Peri od project;' e poi nts
Sample:

10 (Figure

Oescr,iption:

24, "Table 4)

These points

whichican be lurrved into

are

not a single

type but a var-iety

of types

the Late Prehistoric period on the Plains and

s i mil er time periods
in the Pl ateau,
These three types are cons idered to
be provisional
because of the small sanp Ie (Table 4). ' None of the specimens exhibit: evidence .of secondary wear along the l ater al edges, and basal
grinding tseoparent
only on, one specimen.
'

Three of the specimens, all of tan chert (Figure 24 d, e; Table 4, nos. 53,
29),were made on thin flakes wt th contro lIed pressure flaking.
These
had deep notches, almost perpendicular
to the' laterat edge. The bases are
s 1i ghtly i ncurvate and th1 nnad.
TWo (base fragments only ) are tri angular
with the width above the notchesbei,ng
narrower than the base.
222.

Th,s second provisional
typevspec'imens
nos. 5 and 150 (Table 4; Figure 24
f.~)are slightly
smaller than the others and exhibit almost a corner
placement
of. the notch.
One of these has" a slightly
concave. base;
the other is s trat qnt and slightly
ground. ' Both are basally
thinned and
made from th i n fl akes .
The third provisional
type consists
of two specimens (Table 4, nos. 36,
68, Figure 24 b, c) constructed of thicker flakes. The pressure flaking
is haphazard and the resulting
point thick and crude in appearance.
The.
notches are shallow and piaceq just,fon~ard of the base/blade
corner.
The remaining

points

Measurements:

are fragments

and their

type could not be de termined.'

See Table 4.

Material Hpes: Three 'of the thin finely made side notched points are
madeTrom ye ow cher-t, possibly
from the Devil's
Eyebrow quarry.
The
smaller
thin, .no'tched po l nts both are of red chert.
The thick,
shallow'
side-notched
types are of basalt
and a white chert badly burned, cracked
and crazed from the super-~eatin9
of the deposits. The fragments are of
basalt.

'

,

Te~oral affiliation: All of these pOints are from Area A, one from
the surface and the rest within the site deposits.
Several of these
~speciments
fit within the range of varf atf on of the iate Harder phase
(Leonardy and Rice 1970: Figure 18 e-g).
However, smail side-notched
types also can be 'found wi thi n the Clark Fork Valley.
The small samples
the three types make definite
classification
difficult.
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a

d

Figure 24.

b

c

•

f

Late Prehistoric
a rrow po ints .

period small side notched

(a-#169. b-#68. c-#36. d-#222. e-#29. f-#5. g-i150)

e

,Figure 25.

b

Deeply notched knives/points.
(a-#123. b-#120, c-#215)
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c

,

Narrow deee)~ notched knives
t

Samele; 3 (Figure 25}

.
These thresnotched,
bt fe c+al l y flaked tcol s are quite de", f1n'l1ve: The bases are straight and exhibit slight edge grinding. Notches
"

·',.,Oas~r1!?tion:

'. are deep and nart"ow and extend 7,":8 mm from the corners forward toward the.
, center Cif the potnt , shnting
at 350 from the base to the center-l ine long
, ,axis.Unforturiat.i!.lly
ail specimens are basal fragments: and no analysis.
',' of later~l blade edge wear could be done. ' It is not known if these items
are hrQe
projectile
points orwhether
they . are, in fact, hafted kntves ,
. ~
'.'

M$ilsurement.$: . The width of the bases of the two measurable specimens
,~5 mit! {the brq'ken' one would be similar in slze if complete).
The three
spec imerys ran~a from 5..6 mrifi~~ thi ckness ,

is

chert)
tuff
TemQoral affl1iation:
{'l.11_three of thssa Lteas were from Area A; two
were from" tne 'sfima excavation unit.
Because they are similar in form, .
but considerably 'lttrger than the serrated Pel tcan Laka-El ke corner notched
. pointsa'iscus$-ed
prevtous lyvf t is possible that they are from the same

,occupatj~7if,:'_'

..

Bi S Creek {Brner.Notched
. §ample:

2 (figure

DescriQtioni

!HI

kIJives

g, h)

The basal port1o~s of these two specimens are very similar

in construct1o-n and morphology to the Big Greek Corner Notched type discussed above •.. Both specimens have broad, 1arge"rounded corner notches constructed or formed by the removal of two large pressure flakes from each
blade/base
cor~er. The ba~es of these tOOlS are siightly excurvate and
ground. Becllusa of their large size and their slight1y aberrant blade
shapet. they' are di'scussed

One (tigure

19~)

separately

from the Big Creek corner Notched points.
with no apparent LIse wear
lateral
edges .. The second ~pecimen (Figur~19g).
is iong
edges bevel ed.cn opposite sHies,'
fortlnng a tr-ape-

is quite wide

~-on~he sxcurvate
witnthe
later~l
zoidal'shape
Hl crcs s-sect+on.

above the notches
One edge

use.
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shows some edge

rounding

from

The large specimen (Figure 199) is 86.5 mm long, 30 ~~n
16 mmwide at the notch, 21 mm wi de at, the base, and
7 mm thick. The second specimen is broken on the base, lateral edge and tip.
If complete~it would measure approximately 40 mm in iength~ 33 mm in width
above the notches, 12 mm at the notch, 21 mn wide at the base. and 7 mm in
thickness.
Measurements:

wi de above the notches.

, r'l~erial t~:The
long specimen is of a white chert that is super icr
in qual fty an lacks the fossiliferous inclusions of 'Avon chert. The other
is of a dark red chert with white inclusions. Although the red colpr is
very comn~n. the wh1te inclusions are distinctive from the other reo cherts
recovered.
~20ral
aff11iat1on: Both of these tools were surface finds by Keyser
and Loscne1dar {197S} and tha.exact locations are not reported. These
tool S .are similar in manufacture and morphology to the Big Creek Corner
Notched points previously discussed. It is presumed they belong to the
same occupation of the site.
'
\

"

\

Qvoid bffaceLkn1ve~

Sample: 7 (Figure 26,d, f~h)
Descrjot1on: One unbroken ovoid biface (Figure 26 d) and six fragments
were recovered' from the excavation. The c~nplete specimen exhibits polish
and rounding on the lateral edges, particularly on the crests or elevated
portions of the cutt1ng edges. It al so exhibits surface wear pol ish on
the flake ridge scars. Attrition of the edge from use wear has progressed
to a stage where it is doubtful if such an edge would have been functional
in meat cutting activities.
Similar patterns of edge wear have been reproduced in experiments by Keeley
(1977:110) and Ahler (1970:82-87),:
The degree of edge angle varies on this
specimen from 350 to 500, falling w1thiri the range of edge angles established
by Wylie (1975:28) for carving and sawing activities. The biface was constructed from a large flake or preform by sequential direct percussion.
Six other b1face fragments did not reveal any evidence of use wear. ManufactUring technique was difficult to discern from the fragments, although
direct percussion was the apparent method of shaping.
Measurements';

The complete b1face is 70 mmlong. 51 nm wide and 11 mm

thick.

Material type: The complete biface and three fragments are made of a dark
red' chert.
two fragments are of basa i t,one is of a grey 001 i tic chert.
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...

a

c

b

e
d

h

f

Fjgure

26.

Biface/knives

and utilized

flake

tools.

(a-#160, b-#174, c-#187, d-#71, e-#165,
g-#l 07, h-#197)
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Temoora1 affil i at ion:
cavations.

These items were recovered

from the Area A ex~

Ovoid to pyriform bifaces are foun<;i throughout time in the Pl a+ns and in the
Pl a teau,
They are not tenporal ly diagnostic
and cannot be: associated with
any of the occupations ~f the site.
.

Sgua re:based
~:

bfface
1 (Figure 27)

Description:
This single,pase
is slight1y tncurvate , It was basally
thinned by the removal or one 1arqe fl ake from one s1 de only. It appears '
to be unfinished because the cross-section of the tool is plano-convex and
tne center of 'the dorsal surface is unscarred by the f1rst episode of
pre~sure f1aking
evident on the edges.
.-.
"

~surement:

t1i!.~er1~1 type:

The width

t s 22.5 n~nand the thickness

This is of a grey/white

1S 7 mm.

quartzite.

Temporal aff f l iat.ton: This tool was found within
and. 15 not ~temp-oral1y. diagnostic.

Area A (#54~6S5~1. 0-4)

1

I
Figure 27.

Square based unfinished

biface/knife
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(actual size}.

.

,Bi,f'~ele?1n.t, fri:g~en~i
,

"
~:
'''28 ,.:'

,

1 tip fragments. 4 base fragments,
'
"

.'

"

,

"

3 unfinished

points

'

,

(Figure

~

'q!tC)r1.,ptipn:·

Ttl'> fragments .of btf'aces or project t Ie. 'points are difficult
to
as to, f,unction.
'Ooly
one fragment appear~ to have been ,
'·utfHzed.
It exb1b1ts step fracturing and blunting froin the tip to the break
"fracture,
whic;h .ppea~s to have been caused by bending stress.
The base frag'" Nnts ·appear to ~be from unfinished points rather than triangul;:tr shaped bt.. facti.,
Three spt!c1mens appear to be unfinished projectile
points.
All are,
of bl$alt and Qne has a, straight. slightly serrated edge. '(Figure 21a) the
, ' •• c()tl.d~$ two'istra1ght lateral edges and one S11ght notch (Figure 27b).
i' . :'O,te. thf'f"4 ippe~f$' to have bee~ notched and discarded.

"'c'ategpr:fze

.

.

.

;

. .

;

:

-..

~.
j.
;

,

,,'....
.... .

,

'

'

a

Fiqure 28.

b

Unfinhhed
~lze).

M~ti!'ill,'SXP@s: Three of red

projectile

'points (actual

(a-;lH98, b-#40)

c'herti

the remaining

n

are of basal t ,

T!!2;2ral a!f111at1ori: Though found throughout the excavation. these
fragment. retaln no :temporally d'i~gncst1c attributes.

\

.. :.

..

'
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Fl a ke To2.lJ ~. Cores and _~.EEers

End scrapers

i~mf!les:4

(Figure 29)

All the end scrapers \<iere cons true ted from a flake ex".
a--r<ee) or f'l ake scar. ridge running the "length of the dorsal surThe dfstal end of the f1;;:ke was retouched by limited pressure flak ...
Uttle or no al terat ton of the dorsal surface was apparent.
A s tnql e

Descr:..iQtion:

hibhino

~ace.
tng.

spec imen (F1gure 29b) was severely heat fractured

s

obl iterating

arty evi ...

dence of secondary wear. The other three evidenced step fracturing
on the
working end. w1th one exhibiting some slight rounding.
Step fracturing of
this type can beproduced on scrapers in two ways; intentional
l"'esharpening
by pressure on a hard object ~ or attrition
of the working end of the scraper
from use on a hard object •. Edge attrition
and subsequent resharpentnq has
produced edge angles on ·these scrapers of 79°, 87° and nO. Wyl ie (1915:28)
notes that hard scraping activity
produced edge ar.~nes ranging from 50-90o~
and hide scraping angies ranging from 35-950, The Big Creek lake end screpers ,
are close to the maximumedge angle for efficient
working of hard objects.
It may be tha t the tools were d iscarded-because
the.,v were no longer effi ...

c1ent.
lie.asuremel1t~:
The scraper
and the tn1cknesses 7-12 mm.

MateriaLm~:

1enqths range f rom 22..35 Inm~ wi dths 2i -27 nm,

Three of theend

screpera

#76-;tS2fif;O-10;
and #220. 5S8H 'iO-20)
grey-black chert (#136. 16S29£, 0-10).
l

ere made from red chert (FSi-l0j
specimen d,s of a ,

and the smal lest

T~ral
affiliation;
Within the site one end scraper was collected
durrng ffi'e'in1tlal reconnaissance (Kayser and Lcsche'ider 1975) and the remaining specimens were from Area A. End scrapers show little change through

time or between cultural groups and cannot be assigned to any particular
of the 24RA34 bccupations. .
.

one

_gdge ·s.'::rapars
iall12l!:

i3 (F'lgure

30, TabJe

5)

p_€S.CroiE,tion: Side or edge scrapers are fashiOlH.::d from a sel ected flake.
Intentioni'!
t'ormal edge preparat ton is evident on at least one lateral
edge.
One specimen
(Figure
30f has t\'JO notches near the proximal
end of
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b

a

Figure 29.

c
d

End scrapers from Big Creek Lake site.
(a-#FSl-20, b-#76, c-#136, d-#220)

Q

c

Figure 30.

Edge scrapers from BiQ Creek Lake site.
(a-#37, b-#58, c-#151)
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the tqol that appear simjlar to spokeshaves. However, nQ evidence of wear
is visible in the notch. It is presumed these notches were used to facilitat@ hafting.
Both lataral edges .cf this
biLmt1nganq polish, with step fractur1ng

tool exhibit'

areas of both edge

visible above the working ooge.
Seven (53%) of,:: the . tool s and tool fragm(;nts evidence blunt1ng of the retouched lateral

edge.

Two exh.ih1t round1ng Qf both -Flake scars and edges.,

Those that exh1hit rounding or blunting also exhibit step fracture: scars
above the \~ear surface.
One of the 1tam{'gave no evidence of use wear and
another, n"w!de·
of quartzite,
was ci1ff1cul t to rel1ably assess because of the
materia 1 text:.Are~
.
The !lngla 0 t·he lateral edges of these tools varied from 48° to 75°, The
me~n was 56 and the standard, deviation 17.6. This compares with Wyliel;

6

rat\~es forbo~h hide scraping and, hard scraping tools.
The .type cfwear
generally appears to be from scraping relatively hard objects rather than

hides.
Err'or factor:

The distinction between edge scrapers and ut l ilea flakes
sale
scrapers appear to have bean purposely retouched en the
edge($ whereas the utf l tzed
appear to lack
edge
i

is that the

lateral

flakes

formal

preparat.ion,'·· t is possible that these edge scrapers were worn through
usa and subsaquentiy retouched for eitner a different use or for resha rpen i 09.

..

.

!

Measurement$!

31 rml~wlae and 10

Only one specimen was complete and it measured 50
in thickness.

M~.ter·lalt~aes: Nine (9) tccls

Theone
\.

ii1TI

long,

I'MI

campl Gte' ~pecimen

and fragments

'a tan dendritic

are made of dark red chert.

chert, possibly from the
Oevil's Eyebrow quarry. The r~~ain1n9 specimens are of yellow chert3 basalt,
and a gray f1ne~gra1ned quartzite,

r

Tem oral affiliation:

is of

All of 'these tools were recovered fr~~ the excavadiagnostic or compon-

tion'a Ar~a A &nd nona are considered temporally
eot specific.

Utilized

flake tools

Sample; 19 (Figure 31, Table 6)
~ess~te~1on:These tools were selected by prehistoric ma~ because of
edge angles and .pecific Si'ze. enabling use w,thout modif1~
cation. They vary considerably in size Gnd shape. Nine of the specimens
appear to be fragments of larger flakest wh1ch exhibit breakage due to
bending stress and most likely were broken dur1ng use~ With the exception

tha1r specific

tz
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'Fflur. 31. ~tilf&'d ..,~blad. (I}) backed basalt tool (b), and graver (c).
,·1'1, b-IfSl.g, c-,6S
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o{tne broken specimens. there appears to be a sl ight tendency to choose
fl.k~~ more or less rectangular or ovoid tn shape, •.
Two of these toois are of particular
interest.
The first
(fl7S) (Fi'gure
31~}is a true blade with a'single
flake scar running on the ,long axis •. Tha
lateral
edges of Ul@ bl ada, were used a1 ternataly from the di stal and the
p.roximal ends. and from the right and left sides.
Th~second sper.,~men
(FS1..S) is rectangular,
with the strik'fng pl atfurm in the center at one
·1ateral edge (Figure 30b). The edge with the str1ki·ng platform and the

adjacent end wa~ possibly,

ground for

hand holding.

long edge and .the small adjacl$nt edge show. random pattern

blunting and rounding edge attrition.

Both the

flake

scars and,

~~'

,

,For..,1l the 4tH1zed flakes 47% exhibited edge bhmtingwith
six (42%1) ex" ·hibiting1rrfgu1ar
or unp~ttt!rned small flake scars.
The other 10~~(2)'
$how ed9~pol hh on the ut111zededga.
The three types of use wear'sug·"
gasts that a~·~ig Creak Lake these toois were used for a variety of tasks
i"~~lvfng cutt:1ng, sawing and scraping.
Cutting/sawing appear to be most
ofun the a~t;ivity for whic,h these wer~ used.

The natural a~gle of the flakes prior to modification range from 20-42°) with
a mean of 26. the modified edge angles are between 50-SSo, with a mean of
6OU. The angle of the edges prior to use was acute. Apparently the tools
were selected because of this acute edge ~nd the cutting abi11ty of such an
edg·e.

.

. Heasufetg!nts:

ments:l@ngtn
M.terial

.

Th~ fhe

4.5 ..7.9

mme

comp1ete· spectmans have the following
7·14 rml.'

wfdth .2.0 ..3.2 .mm, th ickness

measure.

t,}!pes: Nine of the specimens are made of red chert. six of a

tan ..y'e"ow cher"t. one of white .chert ,

The remaining three are of basalt.

At least two of the tools. including the uti11led blade, is of a tan chert
possibly

from the Devil's

Eyebrow quarry.

'_l!Qral affiliation: Two of the tools ceme from Area B, three were
.collected 6y ~he Forest Sendee. and the others came from the Area A excavations,
In general •.ut.·i!1jz~d flake

tools

are not considered

~emporaliy diagnostic;. ' True bl.
co'11ect tons , . .

a 1though l.mconwnon 1n Pl ai ns Archai c and Pl a ins Late Preht stortc
are found thrQughout

the prehistoric

sequence in the Plateau

(Sanger 1970).

At Bighorn She1terin
the Idaho Rocldes, Ranere nS7j) found blades in
layers 41 andb whieh dated between 1350 B.C~ ·A.O, 1250.
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Gravers
---.

~~l!: 1

(Figure 31c)

Oescri~t10n: The graver,tip was prepared on the dista1 corner of a rectangulars
aped expanding flaka. Pressure retouch was eppl tsd on the tip
.
only. Sl1ght mod1ficationiSi apparent on the lateral edge adjacent to the
tip.
The graver tip exhibits polish which al sonccur-s on the irregularly
chipped 1ateral 'edge adjacent to the tip. No other mociificat'ion was noted
on the specimen.
.

'r- ....-,

i$'

Measurements:

Tilin-:-" Mater1al

.

~:

The tool's

The graver

-

r

.

. -

is 50 nm, width 30 nm, and the thtckness

'length

is nmde of a red chert

Ie!!!Eorat.a'f!.1.11ation: This tool was found within
BigTreek. rake ... Gravers are C:OJm1On tool s throughout

flakEJ (#65, 7S5W. 2).'

Arsa A deposits

at

preh1 story and at the
present timn'c6nnot be assigned to a specific time period or culturally assoctated group.
-'
v ,

Qther

TQ~.1§

Drill s

Sa~Rl!: 5 (Figure 32)
Descriit10n~,. One complete and four fragments of drlll s were recovered
froin the

19 ~reek lake site.
The complete specimen (Figure 32c) shows .
step fractures and crushing of the lateral edges back-from the tip. The

"butt" end is not formally prepared but exhibits a large flake scar on one
side; the opposite side shows several pressure iflaking scars. Artifact
FS1-10 (Figure 32e), collected on the:1n1t1al reconnaissance
by the Forest
Service exhibits pressure flaking scars along both lateral edges of the
drill stem as well as step fractur~s and blunting from use. The tip and
the butt end are broken from this specimen, however. and the·cross section
of the stem is, trapezoidal
rather than diamor.d·shaped like the other
.
specimens. Specimen no. 145 (F1gure 32b) is a butt end fragment. whi'le"
the other two fragments are mtd-sect ton par ts of drill stems. Four of these
specimens have been al tered sl1ghtly from burning that occurred per todt ca l1y
on the site.
-

rt~asyt~!.~:'The complete dr1li

(Figure 32c) is 3S mm long, 13.5 mm wide
at the butt end, and the stem varies from 5·6.5 min in diameter. _'The butt end
fragment (F~gure 32b) is 22 mmin w1dth and 7.2 mmin thickness.
The' broken
drill stem (Figure 320) is 5 mm
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'r

e

Figure 32.

e

Drills and drill fragments from 24RA34.
(8-#101, 0-#145. c-#142~ d-#11S e #FS1-10)
t

'

N

thick.and 7 mm in width. The other fragment (figure 32a} is a mid~s~ction
at the bau of the butt end and the measurements are 6 mm'x 11 li1Il at the
widest point •. Specimen FS1 .. 10 ts 5 mmthick just below the butt end.
Materiai~:
The complate spec tmen is of red chert, (#118,' 4S0W..
.
1O-~Cfliurface)
is a tan chert with black dendrites,
The butt end fraoment
(f145, 15S, 23E, surface) 'Is white chert. Dna stem fragment (#142, 856E. 0-10) is

a gr~y chert and the other (#101t 11S17E, 0-10) is a tan chalcedony with
"the coler altered during burning.

Teme,aral",!.ffiliat1on:
Four specimens were fro,!, thIs excavation. of Area
. A'J ana the other :was col lected by the Forest servtee,
Reeves (1970:78)

associates three: drill types with the Pel t can Lake phase; "1rreguhr. Hake
butt. T~butt·. and oval butt dr t l l s". These examples fit'the
flake. butt and oval
butt types, but Reaves 0970} notes the'! are found with Avonlea and Besant

rr,aterial s as well.

'"

.

COres
,Sample: 3

Oescrietion:

Ths$e three fragments are all of red chert and exhibit

77

cracks and block fracturing from the historic burning of the Bio Creek
Lake site. All are consinared to be spent or wasted cores, too~smal1 in
si.ze for a workable flake to be removed. All are amorphous in shape.
Error factor:
were burned, .

Measurements:

fragmented.

The. fragments may be shatter

rather

The cores range from 30 to 52

mm

than cores.

All

in diameter and are

=-:":

Material

types: All three are of red chert.

T!mDor~l affiliation:

have no tempora"y

"".

An specimens ·are from Area A excavations

diagnostic attributes.

.,

and

Too1 fragmen!!,

.

,

Sctl\!l21.!: 27

Descrieticin: These items are fragments of tools which could not be
1dentlf1ed-as-to type because they were too badly bi~ken. Many of the
fragments were cherts that had· been
burned and fractured.
Measurements:

Not appl1cabl e.

tl21s: Eighteen items were of red chert; five of white and
three of basalt; one of a grey siltstone with tiny white inclusion. one of 19nimbr1te,and one of Avon chert.
~terial
tan chert;

.

l~poral affl1iation:
and' are not temporally

These.i tems came from throughout the excavet ton
dia9nosti~..,
.

_ChcEpers
~~me_1e: 1

.p.~l.criptioo: The 5·1n91e chopper tool recovered from the site is fashioned
II large quartzite decortication
spal l , Step fractures
resulting
from
chopping use'are apparent along the single working edge. Intentional mod1fi·
cation is not apparent,
.
from

24

14easurements:

nlTl . th1 ck.

The spal l measures
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99 nm in length.

68 mmin width, and

~~-v~~:

ron so quartiH:e'cobbl

This tool is made of a ye1l,hw coarse-grained
e (i184, 953E B, 0-10). '
This tool came from Area B.

.Ii?~2oral af.filiation:

or cu,tura1

t1e-~or tool

S

o'f this type.

~onindigenous
.

stream-

'

There is no tempor.al

MateriJtis_
.t,

Cobbles andpebble~

, ~:7

Descr1E't1on: Six of these items were stream-f"olled
or portions

cobbles and pebbles
None appeared'

thereof brc,ught into the Big Creek Lake site.
to hl!1vebeen modified or utilized. One was shaped similar

to a pestle

and

one end appeared to have been battered. Upon close examination it was
found that this was the result of flaws in the y'aw material rather than a
result of use, The one quartz monzonite piece was smoothed almost like a
metate. However, no wear was noted and it was determined to be formed
possibly by 91ac1$1 ice movement.
Material
(1)~e

ty..E1r

The unmodified .$tream-.roll~d
cobbles
'), schist (i) and quartz monzo,n1te (I).

were of granite
.

T~oral
affiliation:
It is not known whether these items are historic
or preniS"tOrl c.Tf'
prehhtori C presumab1y they were brought to the ~''ite

for use as tools.

The one piece of quartz monzonite probably came from

the immediate area.

I
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. FJ§~ftl.l.. f.l.,~efrrutments ~nd ..~hatte! ..

~!!!i!i!: 3921 (Appendix A)
''',

Qe,cr;,ej;i~!H Lithic deb1tag0 consists of pieces of shatter,
flake
fra9!nen,l£s an~ tampl@te flakes, none of which exht bit any evidence of use .
(AppendiX ,Af TablG A""l). Only is f'l akes ....3xhibited cortex. $uggest1ng few
l1ini.liy"pr'lpared. cores or pieces of unprepared raw material were brought
-. to tMi .tte fQr reeuctfcn.
For purposes of analysis,
f1akes and flake
',fra'Qmet'lts largtr than 10 fMt"io length or width and greater than 1 mn in
\thickneu
are'considered as derived fr\lm pdmary recuct tcn of a core. Those
cetwe,en 5 nn. through 10 mil in iength or width and 1 mm or less in thickness
'l*7sc18ss1fi$d
as a by-product of secondary reduction and tool maintenance.
S~ondary

1$ used to mean the a.1tsrat tcn ofa preform into $ finish ..
direct
indirect percuuicn.
Based on these criteria,
595 prit1lry reduction and flake: fragments.
Tool retouch or

rt~uct1on

ed 'tool by"e~ther

there

art

sharpening
Thinn1ng

is, reprelented

or

by 3171 fl a"&$ and flake

fragments.

flakes and small shatter were col l scted by screen1ng 1 1iter of
excavation unit through 1. is mm square mesh (1% of the excavated
Th.• results:
261 flakes an,d f1ake fragments less than Blml were

soH from each

. deposit).

reco.ver$d from 35 excavation units '(Appendix A.1able

A-2).

(In trost excava ..

tion unit,

the water screened sample yi~1ded'no .flakes.)
By using this sample
size and equI,ting it with the remainder of the deposits,
it may be projected
th.t if the excavated deposits had been water screened through fine mesh,

26.100 (261.
rt~co\lerod.

Although

flake

x

100) of thest flakes and fragments could possibly h(l've been

size 15 only

one ,criter-ia

usee for defining

manufactur1n.9

stages. it does give som. indication of stages of too1 manufacture.

,

Based

on f'ake size it mAY be suggested that very l1tth primary reduct ion of
eores WI' conduct@dat the site. This idea is supported by the v®ry smali
number (.4%) of flakes
(ta.'7~) of large

exhibiting
cortex, the relatively
sna 11 percentage
(over 10 tm1) aited flakes. the relatively
small amount

(4.31) of $ha~ter and the three spent cores.
80% of the to~al 1ith1c, debitage. suggesting
activity at the 9ite.

Secondary reduction represents
tool maintenance was 'tt primary

.

For the site as a whnl a, few of the fl a lees were comp] ete.. From a "grab'l
sample of ten:e)(cavation
units (Appendix A, Table A-3) lithic
debitage
(other than th~ tiny artifacts
from. the flotation
samples) consists of 29%
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over

complete flakes.
For the fine screen flota t icn samp'l es a s imi1 ar percentag.a (19.1%) are complete flakes; rema.1nin9 .:i;tems. are flake fragments or
shatter.

A similar

analysis

ones for
reveal s
pGrsona'l
a 10ca1
similarity

noting percentaqeof

complete flakes

to broken

a small bison kill in southeastern
Montana (Homestead Kill site)
a similar percentage
compl eta flakes to broken ones (Gene Munson,
communication).
Raw material at the rlorr.estead site is porcellanite,
southeastern
Montana material not fourld at Big Creak Lake. The
in frequency of broken flakes among d1fferent. rock types suggests
that 1ithic mat~r1a1s break at a'boutthc
same rate during tool maintenance
activities.
.'
.

of

The complete

flakes

recovered

from the same sample of ten excavation units
that thQY weY'Q

(Appendix A~ Tabl e A...3) were examined for tSv1dence indicat1ng

aby product i~ bifac1al and ~nifacial sharpQn1ng. The categorie$ were

based on' Frison·s
(1968} aSl&umption that a flake with a platform exhibiting
anacute
angle is produced from a bifnce, Whereas a flake with a platform
exhibit'1ng a right angle is from ~ unifac1al toct , {}f the 122 complete
flakes in the ten excavation unit sample 71 (58%) could be classified as
either f~m a ul'l1fac1al tool or from a bifac1al tool.
Of these 37 represented
bifacial sharpening and 34 represented un1facial sharpening or modification.

Unifacial tools

are represented
at the site by scrapers and utnized .fla.kes,
tool s by b1face/kn1ves and pr9jQcti1e points.
In percentage the .
bifaci41 tools represent 68.%of the tool totai while the un1f.acial tools
.only22%.
The more or less equal number of flakes" representing
un1facial
and bifac i41 flak; ng compared to the 01fferenc6 tn frequencies
of unifacial
and bifacial
tools suggests that 1) sharpening and retouch of many of the
biracial tools was often conducted away from the site. perhaps at the actual
field use locations and/or 2) the d1ffQrent tool categories require varying
b1facial

degrees

of retouching."

!1eas,uratrlonts,:

.

can be grouped into five categories:
Flakes and flake
fragments greater than 10 rrm and thicker than 1 mr.rnump€2r 595, those between
5 mmand through 10 Il1T1 and 1 lml or less thick-number 3171. Tiny thinning
flakes ..... 2.61 from the $mall samplE ..... went t~rough 1/4 inch mesh screen.
If flotation
had been conducted on the ent1re:site1
this numbe~~ could be
three

The lithic

dobitage

based on size and two where size was not considered.

est1nilt~d

at 26,'100.

grouped as to aize.

Shatter-

(139) and flake.s with .cortex (1S) were not

Mater1.L W.fl~.~ Lithic

fon owing

percantl1ges:

debi tags materia 1 tYPE!S can be ;oroken into the
(44%)t tan cherts (3%); besa 1t (42%);
crystai (1. 5%) .and other cherts and chalcedony
(7.5%).
red cherts

obsidian
(1. 6%) quartz
Other maier1als (quartzite,

s11tstone. argillite,
and green obsidian) make
up th@ remaining types (.5%). No tools were recovered made of these latter
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materi'a1s~

As with

the tool types.

majority

of the 1ithi~'debttage,"
of basalt. obsidt.an and red chert

basal

t and red cbert.smaks

up the

01stribution
\~ith1n the site deposits
are, shown in Figures 34~,39,. '
'

T9]Rora1 aff,H1at io~': 'With the exception of cultural materials fr~m
Area " {3% of the totai), '~h~ lithic dfibitage recoveree was from Area A.,

Of th1s amount, 85% W4$ from the surface
between 10 and 20 em be1Qw surface,

.

to 10 em, below. 10.5% was recovered

w1th the remaining'

4.5% from be'low 20 em.

The recovery from below 20 em was small because most 'of th~ deposits dit;i not
Extend o01ow 20 ;em in depth.
The i ithlc debit~g,e in this, mi xed. deposit can..
not.' at the p,resent'lev~lof
research, be, assigned to a specifiC temporal or

, cultural

unit.

'"r'
;,

1

,~.:

.
,

,

.~

H1stgr1t Materials
"".M

.•

,

The historic artifacts
were reccverac in similar ,d,istribut1on with ,the ,'"
prehistoric;
most were from the top 10 em with an cccas tona ljrlass shard,
to 30 em below surface. There W$ls no part.icu1ar horizontal g~·oup1n9i 'rather
they were found throughout the Area A deposits.
Areo B cont.ained a few

glass fragments, al1 within the surface 10 em of 50il •

.

"

Histor:.1s Art1f~.ct~
Sample:

,

.

3 squar$ or cut nail,
S'

wire nail s '
.' ,

shards o~. bottl e 'glass' (beer bottles?),

unidentifiable

'iron fragments

2 horse harness

h&rdv/are.

4 shards pl;rple gi~S$
,

,

,'I 'shard milk ,glass (coffee c~p?r
·3 thin clear

giass' shards-Stevensville

Drug cO.

i2 cartridge cases all post 1920's in n variety of

calibers.
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'

Deser; Etion:

Most of the items appear

lhe

som~'wer~ unidentifiable.

to have been manufactured recently;

shards of purple glass are from a bottle made

bet\'if!l1m 1905 and the beginning of Hor1d. War I.
are from a madtcf ne bo ttl e. from th~ Stevensvii1e
Drug

by an Owen5 bottl e machine

The thin glass shards
Company, Stevensvill a, Montana. This drug store. was one of the :early Rexal l
f'ranchtses in Hontana. ,The, bott l e w~s mad~ around 1910 •. The square c~ ~ut
nails also are from early 1n the century. The above analysis of mater1als
is basad on research by Raymond Thompson, Stevensvi 11e :Ranger D1,strict~ a
local author1tyon
histQri~ glass.
I

I_e!np,0!:!L.!Jt'f1J._qt'i9n.:
Historic rrKlteria1s WQrQ recovered from nearly every
excavation unit in A'rea At from surface tg.. 30 em below surface,
Earlier
mat.erials may data f'ro.'l\ the orig1n~1 dam construction
and m!aintainance.
Re..
main1ng material s belonged to dam ma1ntenanc~ parsonnnal nod sportsmen \'Jho
c~mped at Sig·Creek

-

Historic

Lake.

Faature

~~:

1 (F'lgure 33)

.o~§c.r1l?t.i£D_: A circle of quartz monzonf te boulders WuS noted on the surface of Area A. before th~ sedge sod ievel was romQv~d. i'his feature was
mapped and photograph!d becausQit was thought to have some r~levance to
the prehtstotic
IrKlterials.
The 1nteriol", diameter of th(~ circle was 5 m. No
prehistoric

or historic

not part of a pr'ehistoric

'featufa above the sedge and
with tocl s

were found in direct association.

As excavation progressed,it

~.~:
circle-was

artifacts

or

1ithic

debitag~

lEod

was apparent that. the stone

occupation,

cover.

_'!t was clearly

a surface

There was no'apparent assoc1!ltion

concentration

within

the structure,

As we1i.

the ro'Cks were surface not subsurface in p1aCOO1ent. Since there was no ap..
parent artifact association and no subsurface evidence of rocks in I circl.
this

rock c trc l e was judged to be 'either

6.

htstor'tc

taus scatter of rocks.

remp.2.r~l affil.i,rf~:

Within the last
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century.

tent

ctrcl e
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Figure 33.

Rock circlt encountered in Area A. Dots indicate corners of
the grid system.
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O~J10S

•

INTRA~SITE ANALYSIS
The documented historic

deep) nature

questionable.

dt sturbance

of the cul tura]

at the site/and

mater ta l s made results

the surface

(0...10 cm

of intraasite studies

It hss been demon$trated (e.g., Talmage et al. 1977) that.

tntra-stte
analysis can be carried out on some disturbed
s i tes . However,
. the var+ed typ@sot' disturbances,
e.g., campin,g. machin",ry qragf h6r$e
.
confinement. dragging of logs, make such ;(tnferences. at Big Creek Lake subJect to question.
.
.

With this in mind. tool tYPQswere p10tted on site pi~nview$ ciuring lab
analysis. Th~ result of thfase distributions are illustrated in Figures
34-40.

AithoUgh there

appeared to be clusters

of csrta tn artifacts,

there

was little separation between the ciusters to;poJnt,to association between
projectile
pctnt types and tool typt2i. For'instlll'lce,
one, small, apparentlY
distinct. cluster of five serrated Pei1can Lake~flko pOints (Figure 36) in
the western-most units of Areo A was not associated w1thany other tool s.
In general. the hor tzonta] d1stri but ton of art H'act$ was not separQ_ted in a.
manner to allow dmfinition o.f any specific act1v'lties or chronologtca'l .
divisions,
Be<:ausE of the disturbed nature of the: site. clusters or assoc tat tons of artifacts
~re fal t to. be more appar~nt than real.
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OBSIDIAN HYDRATION RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
Volcanic glass (ignimbrite
and ob.sidian) was a marginally
important
lithic mataria1 at 24Rt\34. Recovered samples Wt'H'E;! 1imited (with the
exception of one biface fragment) to small (less than 10 rom in length

and less than 1 romthick) secondary reduct ton flakes ..~ flake
or thinning flakes -~ dispersed within the cultural deposits.

fragments

Of the

60 volcanic giass artifacts
found, 19 were submitted to L, Davis!
State University.
ihsse 19 we·re the larger p'leces of obsidian in
sample.
(Ignio1brite* is not used for",nydrationdating.)
Sixteen
successful ly dnted by the Pennsylvan+a Obstdtan Dating Laboratory

Montana
the,

were
(Figure

38). Davis sumll1l1rized and interpr-ated the data from the laboratory in a
Archeologicai
Services ~ Denver) July
12, 1978. The test results (Table 7 and Davis' interp~etation follows:

1etter to J. Hoffman, Interagency

The hydration measurements from the Big Creek Lake Site
cluster readily into three groups when ranked: I~(N~6~
~.69 ...2.82 microns) X HydratiQrl Age !WI 1795 year's B.P.;

II-(N"'3, ,.78-1.45 microns) X Hydration Age =' 700 years
and III .. (N'l:7, 1.10 ..0.55 microns) X Hydration Age =
175 years B.P. The recent mean age for Group III, part tcu1arly the 0,55 and 0.66 micron values. may be a func-

B.P.;

tion of firing. Firing could also have obliterated hY~
dration rims and/or portions of the obsidian on those
flakes Which manifest a lack of hydration.
An~lys1s of the hydration dates suggests obsidian use by
. Pet tcan Lake Phase (lOOO B.C, ·A.D. (00) peop'les (Gro;.Ip 0
and by Old Women's Phase (A.D. 1OOQ",1BOO) peoples Groups
II and I I I) at two i nterval s . There is therefore apparent
agraement between projectile points recovered and their
characteristic ages and dates of occupat1on inferred from
hydration oata. Not e ll occupations at the site neces ser+ly
involved obsidian utilization, of course. Hydration age
distortion

dug tof1r1ng

seems inconsequential.

(rromt..

Davis to Jake Horfman. July 12, 1978)

* Ignimbrite grades from welded tuff to an opaque obsid1an de~
pending on the degree of incandescence
The "opaque obsidian"

to which it is axpo8~d

is the grade Of ignimbrite
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used here.

1though Davis feels the obsidian hydration dates are relativelY
accurate,
t is the authQr's opinion that the hydl"'(1tion d(ltes fo r 24RA34 should be

iewed with caution for s~veral reasons:
1} The $ffects of repeated disturbance and intensive bur~1ng
~ct1v1ty on obsidian in the shallow deposits It,th. site
1$ unknown. Whl1~ Davis suggests firing ,may be responSi,ble,
for the rtcent mean age of Group III and th~ lack of hyara- ,
tiol"l rims on thrs3 samol es , hI! add9, I:Hydret1on age d'1stortiDn dUG to firing seemlO inconstlquent1alu•
It seemsth(lt if
f1ring hu. aha altered th0 mean ag~ of Gr~OUP III. it would,
in view of the shallow

d$po51t$r'found~

aitsr

Groups I and '

II.
i}

Oa11y temperatut"e ~xtrerl1es are comnltJn in the alpine envtronment at B19 Creek Lake. He 1e and He1Z$r (1969; 2,32) pctnt
out tn their dtscuss ton of the hydration tectlnique:
Hhydl"'at1an dating

is plaeued \'/ithpractico1

problems $uch as the fact that when it hu

been burried or has 1ain exposed on th~ surface, and has been subjected to diurnal
temperature extremes, as met,)' occur in an
archeological site. it cannot be used to
determine
3)

eates

(Hole an.d Heizer 1969:232)."

The obsidian hydration dates cluster in three groups which fit

gttlersl1,yinto the Late Prenistortc and Protohi~tor1c time
periods. The earliest cluster (Group I) cou1d fit into
either

tho ~ate Archaic or the Lata Prehistoric.

, Considering

that the greatest number of projectile points, and by inference, the greatest use. of the site WAS with1n the Plains
Archeic period (5000 a.c. ·A.D. 200), it seems inconsistent
that only the 1ast 200 y$ars. of th1s period are overlapped
by the obs1dhn hydratiol'

dates.
Thu$o W~ must presume
that obsid'iEHl use at 24RA34 w&;slimited to the Lste Pre-

historic and Protoht stcrf c periods with possib1e use

groups uti1 izing

thf

Pelican

L'al<.e-Elko projectile

by

the

points.

4) A1though Oavis notes that the 6bs1cii~n hydration datf)s for
Grou}) III m1ght be the results

of' f1ring~

th$yalso

dat@ a P~otohistor1c occupation of the site.
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SlJM~1ARYDESCRIPTlON

Site Environs

Excavations at the Big Creek Lake site were conducted in order to mitigqt~
impact to the site from reconstruction of the ,Big Creek dam, and by t;h~
continuing use of the trail and site area by cempers . The site is lQcat~t!
on a quartz monzonite bench adjacent to the outlet of Big Creek Lake in th@
Selway .. Bitterroot Wilderness Area at an elevation
of 1780 m (&840 f t }, A,
tributary
of the Bf t terroot River, Big Creek flows easterly from the sitg
and enters the Bitterroot
Va11ey near Victor,
Montana. The topography in
the immediate area of 24RA34 is steep; few level places can be found.
The
sub-alptne and alpine zones of this portion of the Bitterroot Range fre",
quent ly are steep with large areas of exposed bedrock.
Soils are g~nera.l1y
shal low. Lodgepole pine and alpine fir are dominant tree speGies.!)~nse
strands
of coniferous
forests are found along the creek valleys.
Trees and
brl..lsh species .vary according
to altitude
and exposure.
' Extremely
slopes make cross country travel
in these mountains
difficult.
On the divide above Big Creek lake,
into the Lochsa dra inage of Idaho.

steep

two passes , Stormy and Packbox, l ead

Stormy and Packbox are the first

pa!i~~~

marked on the USGS quadrangle maps south of Lolo Pass.

Becau~e cro$$ing
the divide may have been a factor in the location of the Big Creek Lake
site,
the passes should be seen as possibly
related
to routes into northern
Idaho. An Indian trail is reported to have paralleled
Big Creek and presumab 1y to have connected to tra i1 s j eadt ng over Stormy or Packbox Pass.
The present USFS trail that also paral le l s Big Creek is a popular trail for
both horse and backpackers,
many of whom cross over the passes into the
Lochsa.

The Big Creek lake site consists
of two areas.
The' primary cul tura l depo~1t~
are adjacent to the creek (Area A,) and the other, a peripheral
portion cantaining minimal cultural
materials,
is on a high bench overlooking the la.k~
(Arell B). Most of the excavation efforts were spent in the Area A portion
of the Site. However, because sparse cultural
deposits
were noted in Ar~a
B, several additional test excavations were conducted there. Soils were
shallow in
Area A had
assoc tated
of chipped

both areas and quartz roonzonite bedrock outcropptnss were connon.
been badlY disturbed
by construction and maintenance act tv it.tes
\..1th the Big Creek dam. Although there were considerable numtHH"§
stone artifacts in the depOSits, there was little
integrity to

the distribution of these artifacts.
Many of the lithic artifacts had be~n
damaged (~.9.,shattered and/or'crazed) by the burning of logs on the top of
the site.
The site deposits yielded 184 tools and tool fragments and 3971
p+eces of 1 ithic debitage. Historic items of glass and metal were recovered
along with the prehistoric items. No bone was found and no prehistoric
features
ware detected.
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Cultural Materials
,

Projecitlle points were .the .predominant tool encountered (Figure 41), and
accounted for 85 (45.9%), of the 185 tools and tool fragments recovered.
The project'.ilepo tnts are classified in three type categories and three·
provt s tone 1 type categories. The three types are Big Creek Corner Notched,
McKean Lanceolate, and Pelican Lake-Elko. Late Prehistoric side notched
arrow points are classified into three provisional types because they are
represented by small sampl es.
Two of the types, Big Creek Corner Notched and Pelican Lake':'Elko,represent
the major occupat lons of the site. The Pel ican Lake-El ko type exhibits
serrated blade edges and deep corner notches (Figures 20-21). Bases are
generally straight and slightly narrower than the widest part (barbed
shoulders) of the blade. A total of 39 Pelican Lake-Elko points, mostly
fr~~mented. were recovered. These tools evidence __use as cutting tools as
well as points. Stages of use attrition were evident on 47% of the 28 specimens retaining bl~des (Figure 22). A serrated edge is believed to have been
particularly efficient for cutting because the serrations wear first and act
as a IIbuffer" to the further attrition of the blade edge.
Three.hafted knives are probably associated with the Pelican Lake-Elko occupation(s) (Figure 25). They appear to be similar in morphology and method
of fabrication to the ,Pelican Lake-Elko po tnt type , although they.are considera.bly large.r. Only basal fragments were recovered so use wear studies of the
blade edges co~ld not be conducted.
Two things become apparent when morphologically comparing the Pelican LakeElko point type with similar point types in the literature: 1) most of the
illustrated forms are not serrated. It is probable that the .illustrated
examples were once serrated but through use the serrated edges were WOrn
smooth. 2) Although the Pelican Lake-Elko po f nts are similar to the Plateau and Great Basin Elko corner notched, and within the range of variation
of the Pelican Lake type familiar in the Northern Plains, the most similar
prod ect tl e point forms described in the literature presently available
appear to have a geographic distribution within the Montana-northern \~yoming
Intermountain and foothill s area.
The" heavi,ly ground bases, basal corners, and notches of the larger Big Creek
Corner Notched .points (Figures 18. 19) are quite distinctive.
In cross-section. the blades are thick and the blade edges are generally excurvate.
These specimens were call ed Big Creek Corner Notched poi nts because of a
lack of comparable specimens in the literature. Although at present the
,.
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geographic dts tr ibut.tcn and temporal 1tmtts are unknown, Big Creek Corner
Notched pOints are classified as a type because of the relatively large

sample and distinctive attributes. Only 12 of the 31 specimens had enough
edge use wear analysis. Of these 12. two exhibited edge blunting. Associated morphologically with these pOints are
two Big Creek Corner Notched knives (Figure 19 9 h). Al though larger than
the points, bases of these knives are similarly shaped and ground. All of
the Big Creek Corner Notched points are made of red chert. One of the knives
bevell ad on both blade edges was made of a fine qual Hy white chert distinct
from any other tool material found on the site.

of the blade left for lateral

f

In comparing the Big Creek Corner Notched points with the serrated Pel Ican

Lake-Elko types, some differences are apparent:
•

Big Creek corner notched points are al l made of red chert,
whereas 64% of the serrated Pelican Lake point sample is
basalt~ 25% red chert, 8% tan and grey cherts. One specimen (3%) is of quartz crystal.

:~i,

.;IJ~

• The fragmented portior.s of each point type vary considerably;
Big Creek Corner Notched po+nts consistently break at or
slightly above the notch; 39% of the specimens retain enough
of the blade edge to examine for edge wear. The serrated
Pelican Lake specimen sample contains ten basal fragments
(25%). The remainder are either complete or broken midway
up the blade. For both types, breakage was generally caused
by snapping or bending stress.
Few of either type indicate
breakage from impact.
•

Big Creek Corner Notched potnts are Significantly larger and
thicker than the serrated Pelican lake type. One complete
red chert Pelican Lake-Elko point. and one complete red chert
Big Creek Corner Notched point of similar lengths were weighed.
The Big Creek Corner Notched point Wi'lS approximately 2.5 times
the weight of the Pelican t.ake-Elko P0111t (5.6S gm vs. 2.78 gm).

• Thirty-three percent (33%) of the serrated Pelican Lake-E1ko
points were used as cutting tools; Big Creek Corner Notchedpoints exhibited a lower frequency of such use. It is possible
that this difference in frequency of use betw~en the two point
types is due to edge wear attrition being more evideftt in the
early stages of use on the serrated edges than it is on the
,
I
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!
. l;i :
·12
~

thicker,bulkier"Big

I

Creek Corner Notched.

In other words.

for use wear to appear on the thicker Big Creek points
'they \lM:)uld have had to have beet1 used for a const derably
,
longer time before attrttion
was readily apparent on the
edges. Regardless of the amount of use of each point type,
the combination of rounding, smoothing, and crushing evident on the edges of both types 1$ suggestive of frequent
use as hafted butchering tools.

.

I

'

.

Other projectile paint types recovered at the site are classified
as re, presentative
of the Middle Archaic McKean Complex (n 5) and the Late.
!!!

Prehistoric

per,iods (n ~ 10). The McKean points (Figure 17) are represented
by .bas~lftag~nts
and appear to be of the McKean Lanceo1ate type.
..
"'

'

,

Based on morpho'logy. the Late Prehistoric
subdivided into three provi$ional types:

:

side notched arrow potnts

can be

.

side notched type with notches perpendicular to the
Midline (Figure, 24 d. e) is simil ar to the Plains SideHatched type as described by Kehoe (1966).

'. 1) A small'

2) A small side to corner notched type that is .thtcksr in crosssection and not as finely made as the small straight notched
Plains Side-Notched type.· Tbese appear similar to Late Harder
:phase types found in Idaho (Knudson and Sappington 1977a, 1977b;

Knudson and others 1977).
3) A smart, thick. unpat terned flaked type with weak Side notches.
They do not appear to ,compare with any particular type mentioned
in, the regional 1iterature.
They maybe an aberrant form of any
one of the recognized point types.

Although three types of Late Prehistoric arrow points are noted, they are
viewed as provisional

types because of the small sampl e.

All coul d be from'

a single occupation.
Other tools from the site inc1ude: five hafted knives. eight bifac1ally
flaked tools, 14 small point or bUaee fragments, four end scrapers.
13 edge
Or side scrapers, 19 utilized flake tools. one graver on a large flake~ five
dr111fragttents.

three pteces of red chert which appeared to be the remains
and seven pabbl eacr cobbles which show no signs of

of cores, one chopper.
ut.lization.

l'heend scrapers exhibit crushing 'and step fracturing on the working end,
and may have been utilized for scrap1ng hard objects. The angles of the
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working end are very steep ,(79-879), suggesting that the tool s were used
until spent and, then discarded.
It is also possible that the step fracturing on the end scrapers' working edge was due to resharpening efforts
rather than hard scrap~lig. Very few tools eX,~ib1t rounding from use on"",
soft objects such as hldes.
',
Edge scrapers have an intentionally
teen edge scrapers were recovered

unifacially
retouched edge{s). Thirand shapes and sizes very considerably.

Many are fragmented. Edge wear is eVidenced as smoothing. rounding, and
step fracturing.
Edge angles vary from 48-75°. The' angles and wear is
suggestive of lise in scraping
than hides.

or workingmatE!t'ial,-(s)

considerably

harder

Wear patterns on the 19 utilized flakes were varied. 55% exhibit rounding,
11% exhibit edge 'polish, and 33% show irregular unpatterned step fractured
flakes.
The original or sp1ne·plane'angle
of the flak~s before use was
acute, varying from 20-420. Trye sa~ ~ngle after use and subsequent attr1tic;t11 was 50:"88°. The autho_r'~eels the or1gMal or spine plane angle
of the unlOOd1fied flake was the pr1ntary selective factor for that particular specimen and for the proposed use. Apparently, ~he Big Creek Lake
populations chose acute angled flakes for a variety of cutting and butch ..
ing -;"unctions.

Two of

the util tzed flakes are of special tnteresr.
One (Figure 31b) is
constructed of basalt and is a itbacked" tool. Two adjacent edges were
ground smooth. perhaps for comfortable handho1ding. lhe second was a
macro-blade which was used by holding either ~nd of the blade (Figure 31a).

Biface/knives vary considerably.
however, most are fragments of ovoid types.
The complete ovoid b1face (Figure 25d) exhibits rounding iSnd polish on the
lateral
edges, suggesting use as (f cutting tool.
The square based biface
(Figure 27) is constructed of quartzite
and appears to be unfinished.
"

Other tools recovered w~re few in number. They consist of one graver made
on a chert flake (Figure 3le) and five drill fragments (Figure 32). An
irregular butt drill (Figure 32b) and a basal fragment of an oval butt
drill (F1gure 32e) are similar to those described by Reeves (1970: Figure 22).
Reeves ascribed these types to the Pelican Lake phase as well as to later
Besant and Avonlea phases.
One chopper and a number of pebbles and cobbl es
were also recovered.
None of the latter appear to have been used.
Analysis of the lithic de.bit~ge
gests that workshop act tv tty at
stricted to secondary reduction
found for primary reduction of

(flakes. flake fragments, and shatter) sugthe B1'9 Creek lake site generally was reand tool sharpening.
Little evidence was
raw materials.
Most of the debitage consists
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of broken f1akes or shatter. Approximately 25%'of the total 3921 pieces
of lithic deb1tage recovered are complete flakes. 'With the exception of
basal t , the percent 01 each raw material type present as 1ithic deb1tage
fs similar in distribution to raw material types used for tools (Figure
42). Basalt constitutes 42% of the lithic debitage, but only 24% of the
tools were made of 'this material. As Figure 42,'demonstrates,
red chert is
the most conmon material recovered whil e other cherts made up the next
highest quantity of raw material debris.
Types of materials present are:
.Yellow-tan cherts with dendrites probably from the Devil IS Eyebrow quarry
near Orumrnond~Montanat AVOh chert, quartz crystal, quartzite, obsidian, and
ignimb1te •. A few items of green "obsidian" or vttrophyra, Ninemi1e siltstone, grey welded tuff, and argil1ite were also recovered.
Histor-ic tna.terialsconsist of a var tety of glass shards. mostly from recent beer bottles. Si!veral shards of purple glass (dating between 1910
and 1917). and shards of it glass m@ciicine bottl e from the early Rexal l
drug store in Stevensville.
Montana, were also recovered. Remaining items
are nails, fragments of horse harness, and a variety of cartridge cases.
The historic materials appear to be related to construct1on and maintenance
of the dam as well as recreational camping on the prehistoric
site during
the last 80 y~ars·.
'
'
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CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE SITE
~
,

'"

'

To base the chronol Qgy of occupation at an unstratified, di sturbed site
solely On projectile pOint typology has obvious drawbacks, even in an
area where projectile point typology is well known. In an area such as
western Montana-northern Idaho where chronologies and associated projectile point types are poorly known,any constructs are, at best, tentative.
Some investigators -,see certain point types over1apping in time. Reeves
.(1970:75~76), for example, considers Hanna po1nts often to be contemporary
with Pelican Lake po+nts. Lahren (1975) reports McKean complex po tnt s
mixed with Pel ican Laka-El ko types at the Myers-Hindman site. Much of the
archeological literature of the region lacks adequate descriptions of projectile point types for adequate comparisons, e.g., Blue Slate Canyon sub ...
phase as described by Reeves (1970). Green (1975) cautions that in using
morphOlogy ohly to classify pt()jectile points as to type. errons are easily
committed and compounded in the literature. With thi~ warning in mind,
the following culture history and interpretation of the various. components
isolated at the Big Creek Lake site must be view~d as tentative until
further work is conducted at sites in dated contexts.

Protohistoric aodH1storic

Period

The histor1c occupation at Big Creek Lake was temporary and re1ated to.
hunting, fishing, general camping, and dam construction; repair. andma1n~
tenance. Since an Indian trail is known to have been along Big Creek it
is likely the trail (not necassarily 24RA34) was used by the Flathead or
other historic Indian tribes of the region, probably as a rout~ to cross
the Bitterroot Mountains from the Bitterroot Valley into the lochsa Clearwater drainage of Idaho. Evidence fOr use of the site during the protohistoric period exists in the form of Group III obsidian hydration dates
(Table 7). Although Davis (pp. 93, thts volume) notes the historic burning
of the site might have effected the Group III hydration rims; the mean
hydration age of Group III is A.D. 1775. No other protohistor1c or early
historic aboriginal cultural remains (such as trade goods) were recovered
from the site.
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Late Prehistoric Period
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Late Prehistoric period occupation at the Big Creek Lake site is represented
small side notched arrow points which can be grouped into three provisional
types.
All of these potnts may be residue 'from a single occupation episode
or may be residue from multiple occupations by small hunting parties or family
groups •. In examining the edges of these sman arrow' polnts for evidence of
secondary use; no edge wear was noted. This is consistent with' samples of
Late Prehistoric
arrow po tnts from southeastern Montana (L. Fredl und1979 ..
G. Munson. personal communication).
None of the ,small arrow points from
relativ@ly large collect tons from southeastern Montana exhibit' any evidence
of attrition of the,edges through use.
by

All of the .raw material

types represented by these points (DeVil's Eyebrow
chert. red chert. and possibly Avon chert) suggest a large area of western
Mo~tana was within the group(a)' procurement system. The Group II obsidian
hydration dates {Table 2} have a mean. hydration date of A.D. 1250 with a'
range of A.D. 1010 to A.D. 1675. The increased use of obsidian by Late Prehistoric (Old Woman's Phase) groups over Late Archa1c (Besant) groups, is
documentad at the Antonson site, a bison kill near Bozeman, Montana (Figure
1). At Antonson. obsid ian was found to be "far more preval ant among 01 d '
Women's points (69.9%) than amohg Besant points ( 11.4%)11 (Davis and Zeier
1979: 230).

.

Late_11ains

i

Archaic Period

The' Pelican Lak.. El ko, serrated points from£1g Cr'eek lake resembl e certat n
fonm$ identified
by Reeves (1970: Figures 12, 13) for the Spring Creek sub~
- phase of Pelican Lake. Reeves identifies these forms from in and around
the Bighorn Canyon of Wyoming/Montana. The Pelican lake-Elkopoints are also similar to,types found in southern Idaho and the Great Basin where they
are called ba:rb~d corner notched. and Elko corner notched.
Zeimans (1977:104"'105) mentions similar po tnts in Wyomingwhere they are
widespread ga6graphically and date at about 3000 years ago at Medicine
Lodge Creek in the Bighorn mountains.
Lahren (1975) reports similar projectfl e points from within s.ettl entent units four and five at the MyersII

ll
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Hindman sitQ in the foothills ,of the Absaroka range in southern Montana
(Figure 1). Based on radiocarbon dates these settlement units date
1390-100 and 350-120 B.C.t respectively; settlement unit four also contain$ McKean complex materials. The Pelican Lake-Elko points uniformly
r~flect care, great skill, and cons1~tenc.Y in manufacturing tech~ique.
The obsidian hydratjon dates attributable by Oav,is (pp.93 ~ this volume)
to the Late Archaic occupat.tonf s) would place this hunting activity between 60 B.C. and A.D. 505 with a mean age for Group I at 1795 hydration
years: A.D. 165. This 1$ late in the Archaic period althQugh Reeves (1970:
74) feel s Pel tcan lake ~terial s might be found, as 1ate as A. O. 600 in the
mountains. Radiocarbon dates on comparafivematerials from other areas
are considerably earlier (1300-60 B.C. ). The Group I hydration dates might
better' be appl ied to the Late Prehistoric occupat tonls) at the Big Creek .
Lake site because of the lack Of obsidian in the sHe· s Pelican La~~-E1 ko
tool sample and the earlier trend of comparative·rad1ocarbon dates.
From the consi stQnt morphology. const s tent techno1 ogiCa 1 character lstics,
and considerable numbers of the Pelican Lake~£lko points recovered from
Big Creek Lake, it is suggested that the points were made by a single
group that made scheduled recurrent hunting forays to the site. It remains
speculative whether- the hunt was analogous to Plateau ethnographic situations where hunts in similar settings focused on Bighorn sheep.
,.

Middl! Plains ArchaiC Period

T~e five McKean complex point bases wh1ch characterize the Middle Plains
Archaic occupation(s) at the Big Creek Lake site are distinctive as a group
when compared to the Late Archaic and the Ear1y Archaic material s, l~hereas
the latter two occupations are characterized by projectile pOints demonstrating special skill and care in manufacture, and care i'nselection' of raw .
materials. the McKean bases at 24RA34 ref1ect inconsistency in raw material
type selection. and a 1ack of care in manufacture. These techno10gical considerations support the interpretation that these points are not associated
with the other occupations.
It is further suggested by the small number of these points, that the McKean
debris was not the result of a recurrent occupation. but rather a temporary
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camp for o~Qor two bunters,

or et most. a 'Sfna'11family 9rouP. As with
the other. components at the site.- the.m,ate.rial' sources for the points are
in western· Morrtan,a. As ~Iifth,the otherocCupDt1oh$.the
hunters apparently
brought the broken projectile
pc tnts .and attached'shafts
back to the site
for, repair ·antl reuse. Shaft repa~r would have '&een necessary at a hunting
camp such as this since shaft materials sudf as chokecherry are unavailable
in the alpine ecqlog1,al setting of the ilm1ediate area.

Early or .. Late Ph1ns Archaic:
Theo'B!9.Creek.
Cor;ner Notched '{)ccupat1on
,

,':

\r

Big Creek Corner Notched points are distinctive
in. their thickness, and
heavy basal and notchgr1nd1ng;.
·(he$~;,.thicl<. butwel1-ritade projectile
pOints were multi-functional tools, prcbably used to kill and to butcher
game animals.
The breaKage patterns ar.e distinctive
and the presence of
heavily ground bases and notches sugge~ts a considerably d1fferent method
or attitude
toward hafting when compared w1'th the Pelican lake-El ko type.
There is a consistent
use of raw material (100% chert}, and a consistent
and careful attitude toward manufacturing and maintaining form. Since
these points show no signs of hasty, field expedient manufacturing,
it is
suggested that this occupation of the Big Creek Lake site was the result

i

.!

'.f'~~.;
.'.

of a planned or SCheduled hunt.·
The lack of wall descrtbed comparable specimens in the literature
renders
it difficult
to cross date tile occupational episode associated with these
projectile
points.
severat alternative cross datfng possibilities
are
off-ered.
'

Alternative

1

Based on de'ta iIed descriptions
given by Benedict.and Olsen (1978), Big
Creek Corner Notched points closely resemble the projectile
points assigned to the Mount Albion complex in the Colo.rado Front Range. The
Mount Albion 'complex pOints are described as corner to side-not.ched with
heavily ground' .bases and notches. One of three cultural
complexes known
to have been i-n the Colorado Front Range during the Altitherrnalj
the
Mount Albion complex'appeared around 6000-5500 B.P. (400O-3500 B.C.).

''}.·t
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Assoc,iated with this

complex .are a variety of .stone tools and large game
numbers of sites with components
~ttributable
to the Mount Albion complex are known from the Front Range
. and the Colorado fcetht l ls, assoc lat ions with other .areas are unknown.
Benedict argue:; that similar project1le
po ints are found near the i

drive complexes •. Although considerable

••• arctic tree limit. at sites of the Northern and Shield
Archaic trad! t tons, and in the forests of the nor-theas tern
United States._ •• Asa ~rking hypothesis I· suggest that the
ancestor$ of the Mount'Aibion people originated in a region
(not yet identifiable) that was susceptible
to westerh drought.
and that their movement into the Colorado front Range. the
American and Canadian arctic. arld the moist forests of the
northeastern
United States was triggered by Altithermalaridity (Benedict 1978:9). ,
' ,
.
I

It is possible that the 8ig Creek Corner Notched poi'nts represent an occupation responding to a .similar environmental change in the Montana
Rockies during the terminal Early Plains Archaic period.

Alt~rnat1ve

2

.

.

The 81g Creek Corner Notched points resemble, in outl ine, one OT the projecttle
pOints attributed
to the Blue Slate Canyon subphase (Reeves -1970:
Figure 12, no. 15). However. the lack of illustrations
demonstrating the
range of variation of Blue Slate subphase materia'ls as well as the absence
of a description
of the Blue Slate po int style's attributes
makes classification uncertain. More detail~d descriptions
of Slue Slate Canyon sub ..
phase materials
is necessary before an association can be fully considered.
At the S.S. Burm1s site on Crowsnest Pass, Alberta, Quigg (1975) reports a
campsite with '8 heretofore unreported projectile
point type associated with
hearths'and
faunal material (elk, deer, bison, and beaver).
Quigg tentatively assigns ~h1s occupation to the late Archaic based on the trait of
corner notching.
These latter are very Similar in outl ina to the Sig·
Creek Corner Notched pOints but. again. detailed descriptions
were not given •
. If both the Pelican

Laka-Elko and Big Creek Corner Notched types are proven
to belong properly with1n the.LateArcba tc , the techno l cqtca l and mo'rphological differences will require explanation. Som~ possibilities
are: 1} the
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two types are not contemporary within the 1500 year span of the period;
2) grossly different chipped stone industries were contemporary within
a single ~ultura1 group; or 3} the Big Creek Corner Notched points and
the Pel i can Lake-El ko points represent functionally different, yet contemporary, implements. Although the specific tribal group is not mentioned
Hodge (1907:90) notes:
Sharp arrowheads are of two classes, the lanceolate, which
can be withdrawn, and the sagittate, intended for holding
. game or for rankl tnq the wound. The former are used on

hunting, the latter on war retrieving arrows.
If this functional diVision can be applie9 to Big Creek Lake, the serrated
Pelican Lake-Elko point type would be for rankling a wound and the Big
Creek Corner Notched types for general hunting.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

This section discusses the research objectives of the project: the relationship of Pelican Lake phase and the Big Creek Lake site; stone tools as re~
lated to the occupations; rock types and their sOurces; and a biological
study directed toward gaining insight into the possible prey species exploitabl e by Bi 9 CI~eek Lake hunters. These topics are discussed in terms of
four hypotheses:
.
1.

The Big Creek Lake site is a hunti.ng camp.

2.

The Big Creek Lake !ite was repeatedly utilized by
Pelican Lake populations 1500-3000 years ago.

3. The Big Creek Lake Pelican Lake phase occupation is
within the 81ue Slate Canyon subphase and will contain tool types and material types as described by
R~ev as (1970).
4.

Pelican Lake populations

seasonally mov~d into the

mountains in small groups in the SUlTIller and spent
the wiflters in the river valleys.
.

hypothesis is briefly discussed and proposed for use in evaluating scheduled vs. fortuitious hunting activity from the archeological record.

An additional

Fi na l ly a list of research probl ems generated by the Big Creek Lake site
evaluation ~re suggested.

Pelican Lake Pha~

Three of the hypotheses rel ate di rect ly to the rel at tonsnt p of the Big
Creek Lake occupations to the Pelican Lake phase as defined by Reeves (1970).
The Blue Slate Canyoh subphase was hYpothetically expected to be represented
at Big Creek Lake. This representation
is not assured at our present state
,of knowledge and the following problems must be considered.
00 Re~ves' (1970) subphases, specifically Blue Slate Canyon and Spring
Creek, relate to the Big Creek Lake site and to the overall Northern Plains
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orientation
phases:

of Pelican lake phase?

Reeves (1970:144) describes

these sub-

as representing a series of regionally adapted·societies
who participated to a greater orlessQr extent in an overall unifying cultural tradition.
'
How do the f10ntana 1nte~unta1n
archeological
assemblages relate to the
Willowbrook phase of the Colorado mounta ins and foothill s1 At the present
time, these interpretations ~re based almost totally on point typology.
Research in connection.lfith the Big Creek Lake report has demonstrated that
description of the point ~pes is ofteft totally lacking or very marginal.
Effective interpretation and e~.luation of Reeves· ~pothetical
Pelican
Lake model is not possible w1thoutbetter
data.
The following discussion
of Pelican Lake phase and its subphases must be viewed as tentative.

Spring Creek Subphase

The occurrence of Pelican Lake-El ko points at Big Creek Lake increases the
known geographic distribution of the Spring Creek subphase extending it
north and west of the Continental Divide. The general widespread occurrence of the point ty~e (Bighorn Mountains, Great Basin, Intermountain area
of west central Ioano). the diversity of env1ronm~nts where it is found.
and the h1storically known diversity of cul tura l groups ih these areas.
suggests, a~ Reeves has stated:
considerable contact between indigenous populations participating in different cultural systems rather than regional expressions of the same cultural system (Reeves 1970-147-1.48).
At Big Creek lake the activity indicated by the cultural materi.als is that
of an indigenous Intennountain population which gathered lithic materials
from local Montana sources and participated
in scheduled, seasonal. planned
hunts for a specif1c ungulat~ species in the higher altitudes.
Does the occurrence of the barbed serrated corner notched points of the
Intermountain-Great Basin Plateau area indicate ties with the Nortflern
Plains, i.e., is the Spring Creek subphase a part of the overall Northern
Plains Late Archaic cultural pattern? It is the opinion of this author
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that the Spring Creek subphase has 1ittle to do with the Northern Plains.
Based on the distribution of the point style it might better be viewed as
a phenomena of the Intermountain and foothills region of the Montana and
Wyoming Rockies, with ties more toward the west rather than to the Great

Plains.

.

Blue Slate'Canyon

.

Subphase

Reeves (1970) sees the alue Slate Canyon subphase as utilizing Avon chert
(40-50% of all the l1thics in the sites in Waterton lakes) and being:
I

••.adapted to the mounta ins and foothi 11s, subs lst tnq :
primarily on the conrnunal hunting of bison. participating in the TUNAXA (McKean-Hanna-Pelican Lake) cultural
tradition but engaging in relatively litt1e lithic trade
with adjacent regi.onal subphases , (Reeves 1970:146)

Reeves (1970:77-80) 1 ists a variety of tool types associated with the
various Pelican Lake subphases , Some of these tool types occur at the.
Big Creek Lake site: ovate bt faces , corner notched bifaces or knives,
irregular flake and oval butt drills and dorsally unretouched scrapers.

A1though conmon in Pelican Lake phase sites. these tool types are also
found in archeological
deposits dating to other time per iods .

If future w9rk places Big Creek Corner Not~hed p01nt~ into the Blua Slate .
Canyon subphaset then it would place this apparently indigenous group with
the communal bison hunters of Pelican Lake time. However, 'the Blue Slate
Canyon subphase is not detailed wel1 enough in the available .literature
at this time to .be abl e to evaluate its relations within the Intermountain
area of western Hontana and with the overall Pelican Lake phase.

Willowbrook

Phase a,nd the Colorado Prehistoric

Continuum

Contemporary with the Pelican Lake phase is the WillowbrooK phase of the
foothills of the Colorado Rockies known from:the Magic ~10untain (Irwin ..
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\4illiams and Irw+n 1966} and Willowbrook sites (Leach 1966).
Corner to
side notched projectile
points are present throughout
the entire Archaic
period, beginning with Mount Albion complex materials and continuing
with
a variety of points including obtuse shouldered points noted by Reeves as
being common in Pelican Lake phase assemblages.
Reeves (1970:148) feels
"that the primat·y cul tura 1 re lat tonshi ps of Late Apex (l~i 11owbrook Phase)
are to the mountainous west; and southwest. .. ". Based on the Magic r~ountain
site and severai others in the Colorado foothills,
Benedict and Olsen (1978)
note ca. 3500 B.C. Mount Albion complex materials
in the early deposits.
The 1ater Apex compl ex conta ins prodect t.le points whose sty1 e "suggests
that
the site continued to be visited
by local, mountain oriented peoples through~
out the Archa tc period" (Benedict and 01 sen 1978: 128).
Thus t tn the foothills of Colorado a continuum of side to corner notched projectile points,
along with associated
tools, issuggestiveof
an' indigenous mountain ...foothi1ls adaptation from ca. 5000 B.C. -A.D. 200. Is this also 3 pattern which
will occur in the Intermountai n foothi 11 s of \~yoming and Montana?

Rock types and 24RA34

Although not directly
part of the Big Creek Lake project. it was necessary
to define known sources of 1 ithic materials
before making suggestions
concerning general movement or orientation
of populations
in the Intermountain
area.
Figure 15 and the accompanying text (pp.37-41
) describe the general
source area along with a subjective
description
of each lithic
resource type
known for the area.
At the Big Creek Lake site,
red chert and basalt are the most commonly used
material s , with a tan chert of next importance (Figure 42 ), At the present
time, the closest
known source of these three materials
is within 15 km of
Drummond, Montana, where basa1t is found in the Clark Fork River gravels,
red chert is found on nearby mountain slopes, and a. variety of tan to yellow
cherts,
usually containing
black dendr lt es , are found at the Devil's Eyebrow
Quarry.
Green "obsidian'!
or vitrophyre,
quartz cr-ystal,
Avon chert, Ninemile siltstone,
and Kootenay argi11 He from the northern Bitterroot
Mountains,
was represented by one to four smal l flakes respectively.
Quartz crystal,
althOugh present in greater quantities
(n=62), was mostly classified
as
shatter.
However, one serrated Pel tcan Laka-El ko poi nt made of this material
was recovered.
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Reeves (1970:82) states that AVail chert is character ts t tcai l y ass oc [ated
with the Blue Slate Canyon subphase mater-tals ; Avon chert was not common
at the Big Creek Lake site. Avon chert is represented by one tool and
several waste flakes. Ninemile siltstone and a type. of argillite were
represented by less than ten items.

From the examination of lithics collected from several sites over the
Bitterroot Divide in Idaho (e.g., Weitas Creek, Boulder' Creek) and from
descriptions in the literature (Knudson and others 1977: Knudson and
Sappington 1977a, 1977b), it is apparent that these occupations utilized
somewhat different types of raw materials, possibly from Idaho sources.
The most s;gnificant information to come from the Big Creek Lake site
1ithic comparison is that the 1ithics at 24RA34 overwhelmingly originated
from sources in west central and soutbwest ern Montana. As well--based on
obsidian hydration dates--obsidian aAd igninmbrlte were brought to the
site by Late Prehistoric and possibly Late Arcnaic and Protohistoric populations. There were no hYdration dates or artifacts representative of
obsidian use during the Middle or Early Plains Archaic.

Biological Information: Prey' Species

Consi der; n9 thearti fact assemblage, the predominance of project; 1e points,
and the altitude of the site, there is little question that the primary
reason for the location of the site at Big Creek Lake was as a summer/fall
base camp for hunting .. The question is what were the people hunting? With·
out preserved faunal ma'terials the prey species for the Big Creek hunters
can only be suggested. In the summer and fall months, Bighorn sheep, mul e
deer, elk, Rocky Mountain goat. and an occasional moose could be expected
in the cirque basin of Big Creek Lake. All but the goats would be expected
to nove into the lower elevations (Figure 3) or winter range after or with
.the first heavy snow in late fall.
Based on other high elevation sites excavated or tested in the Intermountain
area, the most coronon faunal matedal is of Bighorn sheep. Looking at the
Flathead and other Intermountain historie tr tbes , one study notes, Goa ts
were seldom hunted owing to the abundance of other game easier to obtain
and considered much more valuable" (Teit and Boas 1973:345). Bone of Bighorn sheep were found in the rockshelters in the high elevations of east
central Idaho (e.g.§ Swanson lQ72. Ranere 1971). In these shelters mountain
sheep remains were dominant (relative to bison) at sites above 7000' elevation.
II
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However, during the Altitherma1 (5200-3850 B.C.) mountain sheep apparently
ranged lower and were found in lower elevations' in rockshelters (Swanson
1972:193). Swanson also notes that in the Blue Dome and later Lemhi phases
(Tab1 e 1) the sheep rema ins appeared to be.more often associated with corner
notched pOints, whereas bison were fo~nd with side notched points. Bonnichsen
and Young (1978:110) report that sites in the P~yor Mountains of southern.
Montana contain considerable remains of she~p, deer, and bison. At Mummy Cave
Hartis (l978:l46) reports sheep wer'e the primary ungulate bones in the faunal
remains throughout the sequence of the cave.
In examining Bighorn sheep behavior, Wright and Miner (1976:295) note that
rams "gather (n large bands two to five weeks prior to the rut" in the
higher sunmer ranges. They quote Te it (l930':243) who reports that small
partfes of Okanagan and Simili<ameen hunted the rams "on their sunmering
grounds when fat by smal l parties in the late summey'or early fan, either
by still hunting (the chief object being to catch them in their lairs on
hot days)~ or with dogs". Wri~ht and Miller (1976:300) also notes that
"Stone enclosures--corrals of various shapesv-wer-e: used in sheep drives and
are comnon in the mountain ranges of the western United States: for instance,
the Wind River, Teton, Absaroka, and Sierra Nevada Ranges ..•
11

From the above data it can be suggested that the Big Creek Lake hunters were
hunting Bighorn sheep. Support for this suggestion would come from the diScovery of ga~e drives in the- area of Big Creek Lake. ,Game drives complexes
are not unconmon in the northern portion of the Bitterroot Mounta ins (e.g'.
Hogan 1974: Fredlund and LaCombe 1971). None, however, have yet been associated with faunal remains.
t

I.

Scheduled Hunting Activity Hypothesis

Based on the ·Big Creek Lake materials and collections from other sites, the
author h~? observed that certain sites tend to yield assemblages of projectile ppints which are very cons i stent in morpho logy. The manufacturing/
fin1$hing techniques demonstrate a r-elat tve'ly consistant ·high.quality
of workmanship. Other sites, particularly small kill sites, often produce projectile
point asse~blages which, although single component,have a wide range of
variation in morphology, finishing techniques, and quality of wor~anship.
The B.1~ Cre~k Lake site' has components which fit into both of these categories •.
The serrat ed Pel iean La ke-El ko points and the Big Creek corner notched po tnts
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represent assemblages utilizing
preferred material types and reflecting
cons tstent workmanship, finishing
and JOOr-Phology. Variations
in most
. cases are attributable
to reworking of the point or attrition
through
secondary use • In contrast;
the McKean'po tnts (n = 5) and the . Late Pre-.
historic
side notched points, (n =: 10). are made of a variety of material,
types and generally do not exhibit careful workmanship or confot1l1ity.
Based on these observations"
the author proposed the following as an ,
nypothesis to be tested:
."
,",
.
If a large assemblage of projectile
points '(or other specific
tools) are recovered from a site, and if these tools exhibit
a high degree of consistency in workmanship, material types
degree of finishing
and morphology, they were fabricated
for
a specific planned hunt. (or other activity)
which was to occur :
ata planned location.
Such a major event would be preceded
by extensive preparation
of appropriate
tools, i.e.,
projectjle
points.
Ritual 'and ceremony could also be expected to accompany
, such an intensive activity
or effort.
'
Such pre-planned activity
is'in contrast; to the fortuitous
hunt which can
take place any time, at any location, with any size group of hunters and
does not require extensive rebuilding or, careful ,preparation of the tool
kit.
' ,
'
,
Culturally,
the planned or scheduled hunt infers ,a type of organization
..which involves a ritualized
hunt for a specific species of animal.
The
classic example of the planned kill is the fall bison hunt conmon to the
historic
and prehistoric
hunters on the Northern Plains.
In contrast to
these seasonal hunts are fortuitous
winter ki 11s .reported ethno-his torica lly
in the Prairie provinces of Canada, e.g., Arthur (1975).
Presumably, fortu1 tous kl1l s were the mainstay of prehistoric) populations with schedul ed
hunts a ritualized,
ceremonial or social occasion planned and prepared for
in advance'.
Based on the above nypothesis--that
consistent
artifact
assemblages infer
planned. scheduled activities--1t
is suggested that the serr~t~d Pelican
Lake-Elko points and the Big Creek Corner Notched points were associated
with hunters who prepared for a schedulated trip to Big Creek Lake with
the specific purpose of"hunting a specific ungulate species.'
Further speculation
of the social impl ications of this type of hunt makes
one question wh:ether the hunters w'ere accompanied by small family groups
or if a small group of men went a Ione.. None of the tool s at 24RA34 suggest
that hide preparation
{scraping, softening,
etc.) or other female oriented
activities
had occuredi however, this does not necessarily
mean fam~ly
groups were not there.
The distance of travel~ the effort expended in
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preparation,
and the high probabil-ity of success would necessarily
involve several families.
Such an excursion would require women to care
for the meat and aid in packing out the end products.
Although clearly
eologist another
stone tool s.

speculation,
this hYpothesis, if valid, gives the archbasis for cul tura'l 'inference based on an assemblage of
"

"

Too1 Assemblage:, I n~pretations

..

, J

Site Activities
,

'

i

- "

The primary use of the,Big 'Creek Lake site was for 'e hunting base calnp, "
Support for this concept is the large numper of projectile
points (46%)
and projectile
point fragments recoveredre]a~ive
to other tools {Figure
41). Many of the projectile
points exhibit step fractures
on the edges
sugge~ting secondary use as butchering tools.
The large number of projectil e point bases $.uggests that'the
spear s,hafts were retrieved and rehafted at the base camp. Thearea of the-s+re contained no floral species
'(Leo.
willow, chokecherry)' comronly reported ethnographically
for making
spear shafts.
Other tools at the stte
suppor-t the concept, of a huntirjg base camp where
general maintenance tasks.were carr-ted Out. End and e'dge (or side)
scrapers. drills.
biface/knives.
ana numerou,s utilized flakes suggest that
camp activities,
such, as butchering,
tool maintenance, and-limited
hide
preparation were conducted either by the hunters or by members of their
families.
Wilen use wear on an edge could be determ,ined. generally this
wear was suggestive pf use in cutit inq hard objec;'ts qras a butchering tool.
However, one of ,the en<f scrapers exhibited rounding on -the working end
which tndtcates use as a scraping too l on a sof't object.

Cultural

Aff; liation

The 1ithic mate,r;;i,~l types and, the. tool types from B';g Creek Lake are common to sites in the Intenoounta1n area' of Montana and the Northern Plains.
One tool, the,~croJl"'a~de" is more common to the Plateau.
Macroblades were.
associated with sharp-ly~ barbed corner notched points (similar to Pel icanLake-El ~o type)" at the Bighorn'_:Rockshe l ter in Idaho (Ranere 1971). Cho117

quette (personal, conmunjca~jot).,'] 978). repor-ts that macrob 1ades have been
found throughout theprentstcr tc sequence in:·the Kootenai region of northwestern Montana. 'Macr:'oblades were not mentioned by Reeves (1.970) as being
associated with any of the Pelican Lake subphases.
r •
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Comparing the stone-tool assemblage. recovered from the Big Creek Lake site
, to Pel ican (ake phase and Mount Albion Complex assemblages, yielded '
generally negative associational
data.
The tool types convnonto Pelican
Lake phase sites as described by Reeves (1970) are also found in archeological deposits dating to other time periods.
Reeves did not describe
any distinctive
tool types for the Pelican Lake phase or subphases.
Possible association
with the Early Archaic r>1ountAlbion complex was suggested
for the Big Creek Corner Notched occupation.
Benedict and Olsen (1978:135)
note several distinctive
.to9,l types. associated. with the Mount Albion Complex such as "edqe-tr imned' f'l at-sands tone mt l l fnq: slabs, irregularlyshaped cobble handstones (commonly with beveled secondary grinding surfaces),
red and yellow ochre, and minature tools made on prismatic f'Iakes ." None
of these tool types were noted in the Big Creek Lake assembl aoe .
The mixed nature of the deposits at Big Creek Lake made association
of
specific
tools with specific occupations (identified
by projectile
paint
type) impossible.
Thus, .temporal: asscc iat ion of, the tools" other than
the projectile
points andthe
haf ted" kn.ives~, was not
attempted.
. _
.
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Research Problems Genera ted by 24RA34
: -":'

,

..

Because the Big Creek Lake excavations were the first full scale archeological excavat ton condcuted -tnwest, eentral Montana; many problems, questions,
and hypotheses have ' peen generated, by--the'project.
Some are listed below
.andwi 11 , hopefully, be .addressed -by, future research in the Intennounta in
area:
'" .. !'
•
,

•

,'J"

Do' Big Creek .corner

Notched 'projectile
points. represent
. an Intermounta.in adaptation during the second Altithenna1
drough,t (ca. 4000...3500 B.C.) as suggested by Benedict (1978)?
'Y

(

•

Are the serrated Pel f can Lake-El ko points
a period between 1000 B.C. -A.D. 200 when
oriented groups expanded concurrently with
large ungulate herds after the A1tithermal

•

Was Bighorn sheep the primary prey species for the.hunters
at the Big Creek Lake site?
Solving this problem will
depend. on .the location. of game 'drive structures rin the
southern por tjon .of the Bitt--erroot,Mountai'ns-g and locating'
sites with'identifi.able
faunal, remains.' The, latter wfl 1 be
di ff tcul t becauseof 'the generally acidic so il s throughout'
the pine forest ,and sub-alpine zones.
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representative
of
Intennountainthe return of
droughts?

f)'

• At the Big C~eek Lake site, based on the interpretation that
most of the cherts and other raw materials are from Montana
sources, 'it is suggested that all but the Late Prehistoric
occupants were oriented to the valleys of western Montana and
were not economically oriented to the anadromous fish runs
of the Plateau.
• Does the use of obstdian increase during the Late Prehistoric in western Montana?
• Does the Blue Slate Canyon subphase (Reeves 1970) have
either heuristic, interpretive, or descriptive value?
More work needs to be focused on this problem.
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SUMMARY

'rojectile points from the Big Creek Lake site are typologically similar
those of the Pelican Lake phase (1000 B.C.-A.De200) OA the Northern
'lains. The Pelican Lake phase was detailed by Reeves (1970) and hypo:hesized to be made up of eight regional subphases •. The Big Creek Lake
ri te is evaluated in terms of Reeves' (1970) model with the following
:onclusi ons:
:0

1.

The range of variation of Pel i can Lake phase types and
subtypes of projectile points is not well documented in
the literature. In order to fully assess Reeves' medel,
adequately described primary source data is essential.

2. Blue Slate Canyon subphase. as described by Reeves is not
supported by any published primary data sources. Thus,
evaluation of the concept as a subphase of Pelican Lake
or even as being associated with Pelican Lake phase on
the Northern Plains is not possible.
3. The Pelican Lake-Elko point type is ,typologically similar
to points attributed by Reeves (1970) to the Spring Creek
subphase of Pelican Lake which is hypothesized to be within a geographic area around the Bighorn Canyon of Montana
and Wyoming. Pelican Lake-E1ko points are also s tmt lar to
point types found throughout western Montana, northern
Wyoming. and eastern Idaho. The broad geographic range of
this point style suggests that a reevaluation of the
Spring Creek subphase and its association with Ncrthern
Plains cultural groups is in order.

4. Projectile points tenned, in this repo~t, Big Creek Corner
Notched and Pelican Lake-Elko were the two major types
recovered at the Big Creek lake site. Although both are
corner notched and apparently within the range of variation
of the Pel lean lake projectile point type, the two types
are very distinctive. The Pelican Lake-El ko type is well
represented and described in the regional literature, while
the Big Cr.eek Corner Notched type lacks comparative specimens in the avat labte literature. Because of the lack of
comparative data the temporal placement of the Big Creek
Corner Notched occupation is not assured. Two possibilities
are suggested:
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a.

Pelican lake-Elko and Big Creek Corner Notched
are contemporary.
If. this proves to be the
case (through future archeological
work at
~",sites in well-dated context) the typology or'
the late Plains Archaic ts deficient
and/or
2) the two artifact
types are representative
of functionally
different
tools.

b.. "Big Creek- Corner Notched' poi nts' represent an
Early Archaic occupation (ca. 4000-3000 B.C.)
in the Montana Rocky Mountains s lmi lar to the
:Mount Albion .coepl ex in 'cQlorado~..;
..

.

.

'.'

I
,.,

.

"

.

Aside from the various problems in typoll?9Y generated .by the data in't,his"
report, there are some statements that can be made about+the occupations
of the Big Creek Lake site.
The stone toots found at the site (primarily
proj ec t i l e points, many indicating
secondary Lise as knives) suggests that
the Big Creek Lake site was uti1 ized by the Big Creek Corner Notched ana
the Pelican lake-Elko populations as a hunting base ·camp. The settlement
pattern for these particular
~rehistoric
groups indicates
that forays into
the mountains were seasonal and scheduled.
Winters were spent in the
valleys like the Clark fork where n'uinerouslarge
sites dating to the late
Archa tc are reported (e.g., Ryan 1977,'0. Fredlund and LvFredlund 1976) .
. Although no faunal or floral materials were recoveredatBi'q
Creek Lake
to support a specific season of occupation, the st te+s altitude,accompanied
by the absence of game animals during the winter; effectively
limited -,occupation to the summer and early fall (late June-through S~ptember).Based
. on data from other sites in the .region and ethnographic sources, Bighorn
. sheep are hypothesized to be the primary prey species ofuhe hunters at
the Big Creek lake site.
.
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7W5l~, 0-10

1

9

45

0

0

7W6S, 0-10

0

7

49

2

7W6S, 10-20

0

0

5

7W7S, 0-30

0

11

54

1

0

7W8S, 0-10

0

7

8

0

0

?W8S, 10-20

0

1

8

0

0

7W8S, 20->40

0

5

2

2

0

8WOS, 0-10

0

1

8

0

2

8W1S, 0-10

0

4

3

1

4

8W2S~ 0-10

0

2

6

0

0

8W3S,0-10

0

1

6

0

0

8W3SNW~,10-20

0

0

3

0

0

8W4S, 0-10

D

1

9

0

2

8W5S, 0-10

0

4

25

2

0

8W6S, 2-10

2

6

36

0

2

.

"

135

..~

0
0

.
Provenience

Oecortication flakes

Flakes
> 1 nun th

Flakes
<10 mm l/H
"< 1 mm th

>10

ITI11

l/t~

Shatter

Historic
objects

8W6S.20-b1rk

0

2

1

1

0

8WlS, 0-20

0

5

34

2

0

8W8S~ O-b'rk

0

6

15

1

0

9WOS, 0-10

0

0

4

0

1

.9141S,0-10

·0

0

2

0

2

9W2S~ 0-10

0

0

0

0

2

9W3S, 0-10

G

0

13

0

9

9W4S, 0-10

1

3

18

1

1

9W5S, 0-10

0

3

22

0

1

9W6S, 0-10

0

10

82

0

0

9W7S, 0-10

0

13

36

2

0

9WBS, 0-10

0

7

21

0

0

9W9S, 0-10

0

0

2

0

0

4S1£, 0-10

0

5

24

1

2

4S1E, 10-20

0

4

20

1

0

4S2E~ 0-10

0

20

53

5

0

5S2E, 0-5

0

25

61

0

1

5S2E, 5-b'rk

0

20

76

0

0

6S2E, 0-10

0

4

25

0

0

652£. 20-30

0

8

98

2

1

136

"

Provenience

Decorti cation flakes

Flakes
>10 mm L/W
> 1 mm th

5S3E, 0-20

0

2

105

0

3

6S3E, 0-10

0

2

11

o

1

8S4E, 0-20

1

10

56

3

5

9S4E, 0-10

0

1

21

1

24

855E, 0-10

0

3

143

3

1

8S5E, 0-2

0

0

18

1

3

9S5£, 2-20

0

1

62

1

4

8S6E, 0-10

0

18

84

6

0

l1S16£,

0-10

0

2

18

2

1

·12S16£,

0-10

0

2

7

0

2

12S 16E, 1O-b t rk

0

1

1

1

0

l1S17E,

0-10

0

5

35

12

1

12517£,

0-10

0

13

"16

2

1

12517E,

10-b'rk

0

.0

6

0

0

11518E,

0-10

0

5

11

0

0

125 18E, 0-10

0

1

16

0

1

12S18E, 1 o-e rk

0

0

1

0

0

11520£,

0-10

0

0

7

0

27

11S20£,

10-20

0

0

2

0

1

14522E,0-10

0

2

8

0

2

653E,

0

10

39

0

0

10-20

Flakes
<10 mm L/H
<lmmth:
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Shatter

Historic
objects

,

Provenience
I

Decol·ti cation flakes

Flakes
>10 I1r.1 l/W
> 1

RIll

th

Fl akes

Shatter

Histar; c
objects

3

2

a

0

<10 mm LIL'I

"<

1

RIll

th

14523E. 0-10

0

5

14523E. 10-b'rk

0

0

15523E. 0-10

0

2

44

1

6

0-10

0

6

2:.7

1

4

15524£. 0-10

0

2

14

3

9

15S24E. 10-20

0

2

,8'

0

0

16S~9E. 0-10

0

0

8

0

2

, 16S30E. 0-1 0

0

17S30E. 0...10

\

53

1

,

'., l~24t.
,

..

,

4'

27

0

,4'

0

0

2

1

7

0..10 B

0

,2

lor

0

0

B

0

0

13

1

0

1OS3E. 0-10 B

0

5'

1

,0

B

1

2

13

1

0

9513f. 0-1 0 B

0

1

8

1

3

0

2

11

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

10514E. 0-1 a. ,B

0

0

10

1

0

5S11W. 0-10

B

0

1 '

8

1

2

, 6511W. 0- 10

B

1

3

13

0

5

B

0

2

4

1

0

",

"

r

6S3E.

9~3E. 0-10

954E. 0-10
I

I,

.

,

6 '

' ,

10514E, 10-20
9514E. 0-10

5S11W. 10...20

B
8

] 38

Table

A-2

Li thic

Proven; ence

Debitage

from Flotation

# of
Flakes

Samples
Provenience

# of
Flakes

6S1W, 0-20

6

14S24E, O:"lO

8

7SHI, 0-20

3

16S30E, 0-10

7

4S2W, 0-10

1

7S2W, 0-13

2

4S3H, 0-10

1

8S3U, 0- 13

3

OS4U, 10-20

2

3S4t~, 0-10

5

5S4W, 0-20

16

3S5W, 0-10

3

4S5~J, 0-10

8

2S6~J, 0-10

6

4S6H, 0-10

6

6S6W, 0-10

7

7S6H, 0-10

6

5S7l~, 0-10

11

7Snl, 0-15

11

7H7W, 15-30

3

6S8W, 2- 10cm

7

6S9H, 0-10cm

13

7S9W, 0-10

6

8S9~' , 0-10

4S2E, 0-10

5

5S2E, 5-10 em

17

6S2E, 20-30

5

5S3£, 0-20

17

9S4E, 0-10

4

8S5E, 0-10

11

l1S17E,

0-10

8

11S18E, 0-10

2

l1S20£,

10-20

9

14S23E, 0- 10

18

15S23E, 0-10

22
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APPENDIX B:
Common Plants and Animals
1.,n·the Big Cr~ek Area
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List of common ~lants and animals in the Big Creek Area:

Lodgepole pine
Whltebark pine
Alpine fir
Menziesia
Sedges

Pinus contorta
Pinus albicaulis
Abies lasiocarpa
Menziesia ferruginea
Carex ~.

Elk
Mule deer
Black bear
Moose
Rocky Mountain goat
Shrews
Snowshoe hare
Porcupine
Squirrels
Pine marten
Mink
Beaver

Cer.vus canadensis
Odocoileus hemionus
Ursus americanus
Alces americana
Oreamno8 americanus
genus §orex
Lepus americanus
Erethizon dorsa tum
genera Citellus and Tamiasciurus
Martes americana
Hustela vison
Castor canadensis

COIII'Ilon
raven
Kingfisher, belted
Stella's jay
Golden eagl~

Corvus corax
Megaceryle alcyon
Cyanocitt& stelleri
Aquila chrysaetos

Cutthroat trout
Rainbow trout

Salmo clarki
Salmo sairdneri

(_~rorn:::ittf~rroot
/\ nllf~ndi x D)

un t l onaI
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~;'oI'8st'1;orthorn HI~j0:rj_on1?77:

